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Ahawath Chesed
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C = Consortium (Three Congregations) (1845-1846)
GM = General and Monthly meetings of Congregation Ahawath Chesed (1867-1884)
MS = Monthly and Special Meetings of the Congregation (1888-1898)

Academy of Music, BT: 306
Ackerman, Mr., BT: 92
Adath Israel, Congregation, MS: 57, 252
Adelsberger, Samuel, BT: 261, 324
Adler, Abraham, GM: 1
Adler, Abraham, I., BT: 404, 415, 419, 421
appointed as honorary secretary, MS: 53, 94
appointed as trustee, MS: 50
and cemetery keeper dispute, MS: 118
Adler, Dora, BT: 374
Adler, Ignaz, BT: 8, 18, 25, 51
Adler, Jacob, GM: 1
Adler, Jacob (Vice-president), BT: 20, 30, 31, 36, 68, 79, 82, 87, 102, 134
Adler, Leopold, MS: 17, 68, 95
Adler, Mr., GM: 43
Adler, Mrs. Abraham (Annie), MS: 250
Adler, Mrs. Henriette, MS: 235
Adler, Samuel, MS: 70–71
Adler, W. A. J., BTA: 5, MS: 58
Advisory Board Members, BTA: 4, 8, 11, C: 4

Ahawath Chesed (first location at Ave. C and 4th St.), BT: 12–13
building construction
   cellar, BT: 160
   stone cutters and masons, BT: 161
building operation and maintenance, BT: 35
   gutters, BT: 25
   housekeeping expenses, BT: 35, 38
   restoration and repairs, BT: 4, 143
bylaws, BT: 135
congregation, BT: 124
consecration, BT: 4, 8, 178
dues and contributions, BT: 34
expansion and relocation plans projected, BT: 73
financial concerns, GM: 49, 56, 70, 86, 91
Founders Day celebration, GM: 76, 140
furnishings, BT: 12–13, 20–21, 24, 34 (See also Pews)
   fire insurance for, BT: 177, 397
gas lighting, BT: 20, 22, 25, 187
house of the congregation, rental of, BT: 28, 35, 48, 58, 80, 107, 135, 137, 149, 172
insurance, BT: 178, 180, 219
invitation to Erev Rosh Chodesh Shvat, GM: 60
janitors, BT: 211
keys, BT: 6
loan subscriptions and receipt form, BT: 163–64, 165
lost-and-found list, BT: 29
mission of, BT: 74–75
police presence at, **BT**: 85
purchase of church premises for, **BT**: 34
quiet and order in, **BT**: 36, 63, 80, 99
regulations, **BT**: 27, 96
renovation proposed, **BT**: 4
rites, revision of, **BT**: 176, 177
sale of sanctuary and acquisition of new one uptown, **BT**: 92–93, 102, 151, 172–73
   search committee, **BT**: 102, 104–5, 121
site found, **BT**: 150
sale of to Mr. Edward Low, details of contract, **BT**: 172
seating plan, **BT**: 175–76, 179–80
services, scheduling of, **BT**: 190
title search and deed, **BT**: 60

**Ahawath Chesed (new location at Lexington Avenue and 55th St. -- later Central Synagogue)**
building operation and maintenance, **MS**: 160, 185, 195
carpentry, **MS**: 80, 116, 118, 127
fire in lower rooms (1885) and repairs, **BT**: 397, 403, 409, 412
heating expense and furnace repairs, **MS**: 1, 56, 75, 79, 82, 84, 105, 117, 177
heating system repairs, **BT**: 289
janitors, **BT**: 344, 355, 364, 374, 383, 395, 408, 435, 482, 504
plumbing repairs, **MS**: 45, 56, 77
renovation proposed, **BT**: 496
safe, burglary of, **BT**: 397
stairs, iron, **BT**: 397
windows and skylight, **MS**: 2, 157

building plans, **BT**: 154, 158
consecration, **BT**: 180–83
cornerstone, laying of, **BT**: 165–66
eternal light (*Ner Tamid*), **BT**: 354, 356, 364, 422, **MS**: 96, 100
financing contingencies discussed, **BT**: 169
Friday evening services in English, **BT**: 528
head coverings, **BT**: 482, 494, 498–99, 537
insurance, **MS**: 56, 109
membership, **BT**: 255, 278
menorah, **MS**: 105–6
noise disturbances, **MS**: 49

**Ahawath Chesed Shaar Hashomayim (merged congregations, 1898-1899)**
bylaws, **BTA**: 13
first meeting (Sept. 7, 1898), **BTA**: 3–4
Meetings
   monthly (1898), **BTA**: 3–7, 8–13, 15–16
   monthly (1899), **BTA**: 15–17, 18–20, 22–23
   special (1898), **BTA**: 7–8, 15
   special (1899), **BTA**: 17, 21–22
Trustees (1898), **BTA**: 13–14
new members, **BTA**: 3–4
ushers, **BTA**: 3

Ahaweth Chesed Sisterhood. See Women of the Congregation
Ahfeld, Dr. M. G. (from Pasewalk), **BT**: 51
Alexander, J., **C**: 12
Alliance Israelite Universelle, **BT**: 234, 364
Altmayer, A. R. (Trustee, Religious School Committee), **BT**: 430, 449, 470, 472, 494, 496, 502, 514, 515, **BTA**: 7–8, 14–15, **MS**: 50, 107, 117, 140, 154, 159, 164, 166, 173, 192, 240–43, 243, 245, 248
delgate to 4th and 5th Biannual Convention, **MS**: 156, 208
proposes Dr. Davidson to succeed Dr. Kohut, **BT**: 517–18, **MS**: 189–90
resigns from School Committee, **MS**: 243
Altmayer, Mrs. M. R., **BT**: 451
Altmayer medal, **BT**: 447
Alumni Association of the Congregation, **MS**: 30
American Hebrew Congregations, Cincinnati, Ohio, **BTA**: 20, **MS**: 48, 57, 169, 176, 178, 202
Amido (standing prayer), **BT**: 41
Andressi, Israel, **BT**: 45, 47, 70, **GM**: 1
Animal sacrifice, modification of prayers concerning, **BT**: 119
Ansche Chesed [Ansche Chesed, Anche Chesed] (1845–1846), **BT**: 66
Consortium Board Meetings, **C**: 1–4, 6–8, 15–17
contribution to Rabbi Lilienthal's salary, **C**: 3
resolutions proposed by, **C**: 14
Archives
Archives Box, **BT**: 163
letter from Dr. Hübsch, **BT**: 71
resolution honoring the trustees of 1884-1886, **BT**: 394
Arje Lodge, **BT**: 67
Ark (Aron Hakodesh)(Aron Kodesh), **C**: 7, 10
Arnheim, L., **BT**: 97
Arnstein, T. (Second Cantor, 1868), **BT**: 1, 127
name of Shem Tov conferred on, **BT**: 145
Aron Hakodesh (Holy Ark for the Torah), **BT**: 1, 4–5
decoration and repair of, **BT**: 59
Arrears, policy on, **BT**: 14–15
Arrears payments. See under Financial matters
Aruch Completum: A Talmudic Lexicon (Kohut), **BT**: 437
Asch, Benjamin, **BT**: 57, 70, 483
Asch, Leo (Board of Delegates, 1865), **BT**: 42, 66, 222
Asch, Louis (President, Trustee, 1865-1884), **BT**: 30, 31, 40, 45, 50, 52, 57, 68, 211, 229, 241, 244, 256, 277–78, 303, 315, 317, 329, 331, 335, 392, 428, 462, **BTA**: 23, **GM**: 1, 6, 8–9, 11–13, 15–16, 18, 20–21, 23–29, 29, 32, 38, 39–45, 47–50, 52–55, 60, 62, 71, 76, 77, 85, 88, 90–98, 120, 125, 128, 129, 130, 131, 134, 138, 140, 142, 144, 148–53, **MS**: 17, 68, 76, 91, 95, 157, 161, 191, 212, 261, 262
delegate to 4th and 5th Biannual Conventions, **MS**: 156, 208
educational consultations, **BT**: 17
illness, **BT**: 511
memorial resolutions committee, **MS**: 40
Meshebarach Committee, **BT**: 82
Religious School Committee, **BT**: 75, 77, 78, 90–91, 91, 101, 102, 109, 115, 124, 171, 189, 208, 272, 294, 312, 415, 428, 510–11
Asch, S., **GM**: 43
Asch [Ash], Benjamin., **GM**: 67, 82, 85, 108
Associations. See also Charities
Alumni Association of the Congregation, **MS**: 30
"Young Men's Association," anniversary celebration, **MS**: 4
Attorneys
Coggeshall, Mr., **BT**: 174
Norwood & Coggeshall, **BT**: 174
Auerbach, Daniel, **MS**: 209
Auerbach, David, **BT**: 17, 58, 61, 70, 272, 362, 515, **MS**: 126, 191
Auerbach, Friederike, **MS**: 21, 209
Auerbach, O., **MS**: 157
request for cemetery plot alterations denied, **MS**: 157
Auerbach, Simon, **MS**: 142, 144, 148
Arbitration Committee, **GM**: 88
memorial plaque, **BT**: 506
Sick Visiting Committee (Bikur Cholim), **GM:** 1, 84, 108, 124
Auerbach, Simon, Mrs., **MS:** 142, 144, 148, 214
Auerbach, Solomon, **BT:** 30, 58, 70
Avenue C committee, **BT:** 213–14

B

Bal Tekie (Baal Tokija) (Shofar blower), **BT:** 158, **MS:** 171
Bamberger, L., **BT:** 79, 95, 157
Bans (notification of intention to marry). See Marriages
Bar Mitzvah, **BT:** 51, 540, **C:** 3, 9, 10, **MS:** 20, 36. See also Confirmation; Religious School
Barnet, M. S. (trustee), **BT:** 420, 421, 433, 450, 452, 480–81, 494, 517, 539, **MS:** 91, 116, 161

bond purchases, **MS:** 69
resignation submitted and postponed, **MS:** 111, 117
Barnet, Mrs. M. S., **MS:** 48
Bartel, Mrs., bequest disputed, **BTA:** 9
Bauer, Abraham, **BT:** 7, 17, 25, 36, **GM:** 1, 36, 38
Bauman, Abraham, **BT:** 30, 97, **GM:** 1, 40, 43, 67, 85
Bauman, Ludwig, **BT:** 97, 98, 433, 449, **MS:** 17, 68, 94, 198
Bauman, Miss (Religious School teacher), **BT:** 429, 444
Baumann [Bauman], Edward, **BT:** 134, **GM:** 26–27, 46, 67, 85, 111, 124, 138, 150
Beck, M., **BT:** 3–4
Beck, S. (bookbinder), **MS:** 209
Beissinger [Beisinger], B., **BT:** 6, 36, 43, 62, 68, 70, **GM:** 19, 111, 124, 138, 150
Financial Directors Committee, **GM:** 1, 44, 66, 72, 93, 95, 96
Sick Visiting Committee (Bikur Cholim), **GM:** 43, 67, 85
Bemberg, B. (musician), **MS:** 239
Benefit fairs, **BT:** 156, 209, 220, 261
for the Congregation, **BT:** 304–6
Jewish Hospital and Orphan Asylum, **BT:** 156, 222
Ladies' Fair, **BT:** 88
Benjamin, Dr., **MS:** 135
Berliner, Nathan, **BT:** 261
Beth-El, Temple, New York, **BT:** 305, 514–15, **MS:** 57, 173, 178–79, 249, 261
Beth Israel & Becker Cholim, **MS:** 57
Beth Israel Hospital, **MS:** 73, 100
Bettelheim, Dr. R.S. (or A.S.)
death of, **MS:** 48, 49, 50
as substitute preacher, **MS:** 21, 22
Bible verses, printing expenses, **C:** 12
Biblical History, **BT:** 132–33, 295, 462–63, 490
Bimah (stage), **C:** 7, 10
Bings, Mrs. J., **MS:** 150
Bloch, Israel, **BT:** 8, 18, 57, **GM:** 1, 27, 29, 30, 33–34
death of, **BT:** 171–72, **GM:** 33, 34
Finance Commission, **BT:** 31, 50, 85
Bloch, Israel, Mrs., **GM:** 34
Bloch, Jac., **BT:** 82
Bloch, Josef, **BT:** 31, 111–12, 127
Bloch, L. Constitution committee, **BT:** 11
Bloch, Sophie (Religious School teacher), **BT:** 312
Block, Phil. (Religious School teacher), **BT:** 360
Bloomingdale, Joseph, **MS:** 238
Bloomingdale Bros., **MS:** 235
Blumenthal, Hon. Jacob, **MS:** 21
Blumenthal, Joseph, **MS:** 88
B'nai Amazona Congregation, **MS:** 7
B'nai Jeshurun, Congregation, C: 19, MS: 57, 256
Board of Delegates (England), BT: 234
Board of Trustees, MS: 5. See also Trustees of the Congregation, Board of constitution of defined, BT: 452
permissions for festivities, MS: 91
Bond investments. See under Charities, Chevra Kadisha; Financial matters
Bondy, Moritz, MS: 55
Bondy, Rev. Dr. I., orator for Mrs. Huebsch (Hübsch's funeral, BT: 66
Bondy, Salomon (Solomon), BT: 51, 150, 163, 272, 277–78, 283, 294, 331, 334, 335, 353, 362, 370, 373, 378, 383, 391–92, 407–8, 420, 421, 496, MS: 3, 19–20, 31
memorial tablet, MS: 110
Vice-president (1890), BT: 450, 452
Bowery Savings Bank, BT: 178
mortgage for new Temple, BT: 174, 248
mortgage transferred to Emigrant, BT: 342, 348
Bramhall, Dean & Co. (Contractors), BT: 200, MS: 120, 121, 122
Bromberg & Son (insurance brokers), MS: 230, 244
Brown, Marcus, MS: 185
Brown, Mr. (carpenter). See Jennings & Brown, contractors
Buchman, Mr. (architect, Linden Hill Cemetery), MS: 39, 42, 45–46, 46, 55–56, 59
Buckman & Deisler (well-builders), MS: 85
Budapest (Bhuda Pesth), Europe, MS: 41
Building Committee, BT: 196. See also under Meetings
members, BT: 158, 163–64, 186–87
report
contractors, and amounts owed, BT: 200
financial summary, BT: 198–99
history of the project, April 18, 1869-April 19,1872, BT: 197–202
statistics on purchase of lot, BT: 150
Buildings Department, New York City, MS: 118
Bullowa, Alfred L. Moritz, BT: 168, 421, 478, 489, MS: 44, 76, 191, 245, 246
Burgdorf, B., MS: 209
Burial expenses, GM: 9, 51, 71, 108, MS: 2. See also Financial Reports; Funerals
carriages and hearses, GM: 12, 43, 63, 71, 91, 95, 138
coffins (Aron), GM: 41, 91
guard for the dead (shomer hamet), GM: 9, 12, 36, 41, 44, 66, 71, 91, 108
minyan's for, GM: 23, 37, 41, 63, 71, 104, 108
shrouds, 108, GM: 25, 58
Yahrzeit candles, GM: 91
Burial grounds, MS: 11, 15. See also Cypress Hills; Linden Hill
Burial plots, BT: 34, 38, 54, 243, 246–47, 271
Burials, C: 12
Burial Societies, BT: 145, 156
Butchers, C: 13, 24
Butchers and Drovers Bank, BTA: 5, MS: 141, 149, 224, 226, 231
Buttenwieser, Mr. (Religious School teacher), BT: 273
Bylaws. See Constitution

C
Cabinet maker, BT: 73
Cable, Cross-Atlantic, MS: 41, 104
Cantors (Chazanim), BT: 4, 6, 16, 20, 28–29, 37, 46, 52, 59, 62, GM: 118
duties of, C: 4, 8
for Holiday services, **BT:** 93, 127
honors, **GM:** 18–19
music and required prayers (*Yigdal*), **C:** 11, 12
salaries, **BT:** 89, 103, 110, 288
substitute Cantors (1867), **BT:** 91
vestments and head coverings, **C:** 8
Cardozo, Judge, **BT:** 179
Carroll, John (contractor), asphalt pavement installation, **MS:** 148
Casan, Mr. Adam (land purchaser), **MS:** 2
Cemeteries. See also Cypress Hills burial ground; Linden Hill Cemetery
  Ahawath Chessed Cemetery Committee, **BT:** 498
  burial fees, **BTA:** 6
  burial plots, **BT:** 54, 67, 222, 242–43, 259–61, **BTA:** 3
    damages to, reported, **BT:** 150
    family, **BT:** 156, 484, **MS:** 230
    sales and transfers, **BT:** 260, 284–89, 303, 304, 507
  caretakers, **BT:** 474, 497–98, **MS:** 116–18, 244
  Cemetery keeper, dispute concerning, **MS:** 118
  committee reports, **BT:** 228, 246
  family plots, **BTA:** 20, **MS:** 157
  fencing project, **BT:** 55, 59
Cemetery Bonds, **BTA:** 5, 20, 22, **MS:** 249, 260
Cemetery Book, **MS:** 160
Cemetery building
  repairs needed, **MS:** 160, 244
  Cemetery Committee, **BT:** 206, 504, 530, 539, **BTA:** 8, 22, **MS:** 69, 71, 73, 79, 85, 93, 95, 131, 135, 143, 158, 160, 186, 191, 234, 245, 248, 255, 259
Census, **BT:** 206
Census Bureau, Washington, DC, **MS:** 26–27
Central Turn Verein Opera House, **BT:** 491
*Chalitzah. See Marriages*
Chandeliers, **BT:** 187
Chanukah festival, **BT:** 417, 491
Charities, **BT:** 535, **MS:** 5, 169, 252
  Aid for Jewish persons, **MS:** 150
  Alliance Israelite Universelle, Paris, Fr., **BT:** 364, **MS:** 99
  Beth Elohim, Congregation, Charleston, S.C., **BT:** 410
  Central Cuban Relief Committee, **MS:** 252
  Charity Box, **BT:** 492
  Charity Fund, **MS:** 54, 56, 73, 75–76, 86, 99, 100, 115
    assistance for Bombay and Chebron synagogues, **MS:** 256
    assistance for St. Joseph, Mo. Community, **BT:** 37
    assistance for Syracuse congregation, **BT:** 17
  individuals supported (*See also* Widows)
    Bart, Mrs., **BT:** 135, 137
    Ebner, Mrs. Katie F., **MS:** 176
    Jaffe, Israel, Rev., **MS:** 82
    Lachman, A., **MS:** 176
    Schneeberger, Mr., **BT:** 93
    Schur, W., **MS:** 146
*Chevra Kadisha*, **BT:** 38, 211, **GM:** 7, 11, 24, 56, 64, 75, 81, 84, 91–92, 130, 137 (*See also* Burial Societies)
  committee formed for its reorganization, **GM:** 137
  individuals supported (*See also* Widows)
    Bondy, S., **GM:** 52, 55
    Herzfeld, **GM:** 17, 25, 27, 28, 31, 32, 37–38, 39, 41, 43, 44, 46–47
Krauss, S., **GM:** 25
Schmidt, Mr. Henry., **MS:** 201
Tuchner, **GM:** 17, 25, 27, 28, 31, 32, 37–38, 39, 41, 43–44, 46, 47, 51–57, 58, 59–63, 64

Proposal for dissolution, **GM:** 144, 152

**Chevra Kadisha (Chevra Kadish A. L. B.)**

- Assistance money, **GM:** 64, 68, 90, 96, 102
- Distribution of assets, **GM:** 153
- Merger with and transfer of assets to Congregation Ahawath Chesed, **GM:** 145–50, 152–53
- Mortgages, **GM:** 94, 96
- Seal for, **GM:** 108
- US Bond investments, **GM:** 100–103, 105–6, 115, 121, 123, 125, 128, 131, 134, 137–38, 138, 141, 147, 149, 151, 153

**Chevra Kadisha Chevra Kadish A. L. B.**

- Financial reports GM:1867-1878 (See Financial Reports)
- Chevra Kadisha Eser Loctosh Bazora, dissolution of, **BT:** 384
- Committee for the Support of Jews in Russia, **BT:** 167, 355
- Congregational Charity Fund, **BT:** 483, 486, 496–97, 505, 530
- Earthquake relief for congregation Beth Elohim, Charleston, S.C., **BT:** 410
- Educational Institute, **BT:** 451
- Free Burial Association, **MS:** 188
- **Gimilut Chasidim, GM:** 49
- Hebrew and Orphan Asylum, **MS:** 65
- Hebrew Benevolent Society Orphanage, **BT:** 42, 233
- Hebrew Charity Association for Free Burial, **BT:** 374, 436, 453, **MS:** 2, 6, 8, 54, 91–92, 115, 128
- Hebrew Free Charity Association, **MS:** 2, 6, 91
- Hebrew Sheltering Guardian Society, **MS:** 56, 60, 92
- Hebrew Sheltering House Association, **MS:** 12, 126, 185, 208, 233, 252
- Home for Aged and Infirm Hebrews, burial plot requests, **MS:** 119, 228
- Hospital Saturday and Sunday Association, **MS:** 5
- Interment of destitute Israelites, **MS:** 8
- Memphis and Shreveport, people in need, **BT:** 233
- Rabbinical Association
  - Contribution for prison chaplain, **MS:** 92, 245
- Saturday and Sunday Hospital Association, **BT:** 355, 385, 397, 453, 474, 483, 497, 505, 530, **BTA:** 20, **MS:** 5, 31, 59, 84, 125, 155, 156, 178, 252
- Sunday Hospital Fund, **BT:** 364, 453

**Widows**

- Support for (See Under Widows)

**Chatan (Groom).** See Marriages

Chebra Chobbai Zion of New York, **MS:** 229

**Chevramot (remains of milk), C:** 17

**Chevra, C:** 7

Chevre Talmud Torah, Congregation, **MS:** 171

Childbirth, attendance of services after, **Misheberachs** for, **BT:** 92

**Children, BT:** 16

- Children’s diseases
  - Scarlet fever and measles, **BT:** 328–29
- Funerals of (See Funerals)

Children’s Festival, **MS:** 93

Childs, Mrs., **MS:** 171

- Resignation, 140–41
- Resignation tabled, **MS:** 145

Childs, Solomon, **BT:** 385

Chinach, **BT:** 11

**Choir(S).** See under music

**Chorok (silken cord), BT:** 25
Choshen Hamishpat (classic book of Jewish law), C: 5
Chukat Hagoyim (laws of the State), C: 16
Cincinnati Hebrew Union Congregation, MS: 5, 14, 32, 107, 156
Circumcision, C: 23
Cleveland, Ohio, Minhag America revisions meeting, BT: 156
Clinton Street Synagogue, BT: 178
Clocks (two)
donation, MS: 128
Coal merchants
Oppenheimer, Z. S., BT: 368, 376, GM: 141, MS: 82, 117
Samesh & Herz, GM: 141
Coggeshall, Mr. (attorney), BT: 174. See also Finance Committee Members
Cohen, M. S. (baker), C: 18
Cohen, Simon, BT: 68, 69
Cohn, Israel, GM: 1, 85, MS: 86–87
Arbitration Committee, GM: 88
Sick Visiting Committee (Bikur Cholim), GM: 1, 85
Cohn, Tobias (from Potsdam), BT: 51
Collections Committee, BTA: 23, MS: 84
Columbia Street Congregation, BT: 187
Columbus Day celebrations, MS: 108
Commissioner of Public Works, MS: 89
Commissioners, trustees appointed as, BT: 80
Committee for credentials. See Credentials
Committees, C: 15, MS: 68–69
on Abolition of the Misheberach (healing prayer), BT: 81–85
Arbitration Committee, GM: 21
Building Plot Committee, BT: 114, 126, 130, 134, 139, 141, 197
Lexington and 55th Street site chosen, BT: 150
Madison and 45th St. site, BT: 129
plans delayed, BT: 147
Burial arrangements, C: 12
Burial Lot Committee, BT: 242–43
Burying Ground Committee, BT: 195, 222
Bylaws Committee, BT: 177
Cemetery committee (See Cemetery committee)
Chevra Kadisha Committee, GM: 141
on Children’s Schools, C: 7, 22
Coal-purchasing Committee, BT: 25, 192, 218
Committee for hiring of a Rabbi (1895), MS: 183–84
Committee of the unification of all NYC congregations, MS: 263
Committee of the Whole, C: 13
Committee on Worship, BTA: 4, 5
Condolence Committee, GM: 113, 114, 178
Confirmation of Jewish Children, C: 7, 9
for Constitutional revision, BTA: 12, 22
Conversions (Gyurim), C: 7
Cuban Relief, Central Committee for, MS: 252
Cultural Committee (See Cultural Committee)
Delegates to the Sabbath Convention, BT: 124–25
Entertainment, BT: 491
Executive Committee for Ahawath Chesed members, BT: 125
Exploratory Mortgage Committee, GM: 93
Finance Committee (See Finance Committee)
Good and Welfare, BT: 32, 221, GM: 74, 77, 86, 88, 90, 92, 96–97, 114, 129, 139–40, 139–41, 144, 148, 152 (See also Charities)
guidelines, GM: 107, 124, 135
Gravely Ill Committee (goses), GM: 1, 4, 10, 15, 20, 21
Heating Committee, BT: 24, 126
House Committee, BT: 504, 530, BTA: 4, MS: 18, 38, 69, 70, 71, 82, 83, 84, 94, 97, 105–6, 111, 118, 131–32, 157, 160, 162, 191, 259
Lighting Committee, BT: 24
Membership Committee (See Membership)
Mourning Committee, BT: 17
for the Purchase and Erection of a Sanctuary, BT: 104–5, 134
Sick Visiting Committee (Bikur Cholim), GM: 1, 3, 14, 15, 22, 24, 29, 30, 43, 67, 84, 90, 108, 124
absences, GM: 12–153, passim
Standing Committee, BT: 43
Condolence letters, GM: 113–14, 114, 178, MS: 178
Conferences, Rabbinical
Cincinnati, Ohio: Dr. Huebsch (Hübsch) and Rev. S. Welsch attend, 173
Minhag America, BT: 156
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, BT: 396
See also Religious School
in English, BT: 389, 479, MS: 52, 122
post-confirmation education, BT: 404
Congregations. See also under Synagogues (other congregations)
apathy of, BT: 118, 125
benefit fair for, BT: 304
Congregational Synagogue, Ludlow Street, MS: 115
Congregation Bene Haaminim, consecration of Temple, BT: 91
Congregation Bnai Abraham, Newark, MS: 252
Congregation Mekwe Israel, MS: 249
Congregation Moses Montefiore, MS: 252
Congregation Orech Haim, C: 22
Hartford Congregation, BT: 40–41
house of, BT: 28, 48
memberships in Temple organizations, BT: 234
opposing forces in, BT: 147
rental house of, BT: 28, 35, 48, 58, 80, 107, 135, 137, 172
size and growth of, BT: 73, 233, 262
50th year jubilee, BT: 531, 537
wives and daughters of (See under Women of the Congregation)
Consecration of Temple (April 19, 1872), BT: 178–79
Consortium, founding of
First Meeting (Dec. 8, 1846), C: 3
Last Meeting (March 21, 1846), C: 30
Constitution
amendments to, GM: 36
Article #8, paragraph 4, GM: 92
Article #10, change on membership, GM: 41–42
cancellation of article 7 paragraph 7, GM: 19
debate on Article 16, paragraph 3, GM: 25, 27
debate on H"R (Hoshana Raba) and Shavuot obligation, GM: 25
election protocol, GM: 28
reservation of graves for past Officers, GM: 44–45
books, BT: 218, GM: 82
bylaws, BT: 177, 284
duties of Secretary recorded in, BT: 11
new, GM: 68, 74
quorum redefined, BT: 434, 494
revisions, **BT**: 275–76, 277–79, 284, 304, 333–34, 342–43, **GM**: 76, 150

committees for, **BT**: 11, 121, 126, 130, 139, 176, 362, 452

and printing of, **BT**: 7, 48, 197, 210, 218, 220, 265
re: quorum, **BT**: 481

Contractors

Archer & Pancost, **BT**: 200

Bramhall, Dean & Co., **BT**: 200

Buckman & Deisler (well-builders), **MS**: 85

Carroll, John, **MS**: 148

Corcoran, Andrew J., cemetery windmill contract, **MS**: 110

Crimmings (contractor), **MS**: 190

Eckstein, painting services, **MS**: 160

Hassender, Thomas (roofer), **MS**: 190

Henderson & Darcy, **BT**: 200

Jennings & Brown, **BT**: 200, 216

Jennings & Brown, **BT**: 200

Mayer, John M., **MS**: 60

Murphy, Kyron A., **MS**: 47, 76–77

Murphy, Kyron A. (contractor), **MS**: 47

Norton, **MS**: 126, 128

Spangenberg & Co., **MS**: 176

Taylor, Matt, **MS**: 48–49

Weiner, Mr. S., **BT**: 209

Contracts and Bond of Mortgage, for purchase of building lots, **BT**: 151

Cooper, Bernard, **BT**: 7, 9

Cooper Union, New York City, **MS**: 28

Copyright

for English prayer book, **MS**: 17

Corcoran, Andrew J. (contractor), cemetery windmill contract, **MS**: 110

Corcoran, Samuel (master mason), **BT**: 161–62, 200, 209

Cordona, Judge, **BT**: 166

Cornerstone

Committee, **BT**: 166–67
laying of (December 14, 1870), **BT**: 165–67, 203

Corvin, Newman, **MS**: 88

Council of Jewish Women, **MS**: 246–47

Cramer, Mr. Sam, **MS**: 150

Credentials, **C**: 18, 20

Cremieux, Monsieur, **BT**: 234

Crimmings (contractor), **MS**: 190

Cultural Committee, **BT**: 246, 504, **MS**: 17, 36, 42, 58, 68, 160, 191, 193, 258
changes suggested for confirmation classes, **BT**: 468–69, 540
elections, **MS**: 38, 94, 236
head-covering issue, **MS**: 117–19
reports, **BT**: 468

Cypress Hills burial ground, **BT**: 67, 266, 284, 335, 376, **MS**: 4, 75, 185
gate purchase, **BT**: 107–8
repairs, **MS**: 159

D

*Daat Yetzira (The Knowledge of Creation), **C**: 18

Daub, William, **MS**: 73, 149, 155

Davidson, Dr. David, (Rabbi, tenure, 1895-1901), **MS**: 189–90, 234, 255, 260, 261
appointment, **BT**: 518, **MS**: 190, 192, 203
contract negotiations, **BT**: 537, **BTA**: 10, 12–13, 13, 14, **MS**: 203, 207
inaugural sermons planned, **MS**: 195, 198, 200
preaching in English and German, **BT:** 526, 528, **MS:** 213
as teacher and school administrator, **BT:** 534
Davis, Alfred, **BT:** 56–57
Death notices, **BT:** 233, 261
Deaths and memorials, **BT:** 214–16, 374, 447, 506
Debtors, resignations of, **BT:** 307
Debts, **BT:** 159–60, 160–64, 163–65, 174, 217, 248, 267–68, 286, 301–2, 319, 435
financing of, **BT:** 270–71
resolution of, **BT:** 322
Deficit Committee, **BT:** 503, 532
Delegates to the Sabbath Convention, **BT:** 124–25
Des Moines, Iowa, **MS:** 167
De Sola Mendes, Rev. Dr. Frederick, **BT:** 273, 294, 514, **MS:** 57
Deutsch, Dr., **MS:** 167
*Devareha Shomrim* (prayers of the guards), **C:** 21
Dinkelspiel, David, **BT:** 81, 85, 177, 195, 212, 216–17, 277, 303, 335
Ave C building committee, **BT:** 213
building plot committee, **BT:** 125, 141, 158–59, 164, 174, 197
cemetery committee, **BT:** 241–44
resignation from Vice-presidency, **BT:** 317
Rites committee, **BT:** 177
Dinkelspiel, Leo, **MS:** 34–35, 74
Dinkelspiel, Leo, Mrs., **MS:** 48, 134, 138, 140
Dinkelspiel, Louis, **MS:** 250, 251, 263
Disasters
Chimney collapse, damages to Synagogue, **MS:** 158
Ludlow Street Synagogue, fire disaster, **MS:** 115
Divine Services, Founders Day, **GM:** 140
Divorce (*Get*), **C:** 19
*Shitrei Chalitzah* (bills of separation for dead husband's brother), form of the letters to foreign Rabbis, **C:** 29
Dobcrier, Z., **MS:** 229
Donations
of eternal light, **BT:** 364
of memorial tablets, **MS:** 116
of menorah, **BT:** 39, 396
for *Shavuot*, **MS:** 217
of two clocks, **MS:** 128
Doreghty, John, caretaker, **MS:** 85
Doughty, Louis (janitor), **BT:** 482, **MS:** 89, 94, 98
Drube, engineer, cemetery layout, **BT:** 268
Drucker, Joe, **MS:** 255
Dry Dock Savings Bank, **BT:** 5, 23, 33
deposits, **GM:** 29, 37, 41, 44, 52, 55, 63, 66, 70–71, 86, 91, 95–96, 100, 112, 115, 121

E
Easer, Adam, **MS:** 63
East River Steam Kindling Co., **MS:** 82
Eckstein, painting services, **MS:** 160
Education, Religious, **C:** 10. See also Religious School committee on, **C:** 12
confirmations, **C:** 10–11, 14
consolidation of schools, **C:** 22–23
content and scheduling of, **C:** 9
curriculum
Biblical history, **BT:** 132–33, 295, 462–63
Pentateuch, BT: 133, 295
Religious Doctrine, BT: 133
Hebrew and Orphan Asylum, MS: 65
Hebrew Benevolent Society, orphanage, BT: 41
Hebrew College
  plans for establishment of, BT: 265, 276, 397
Hebrew College in Cincinnati, BT: 396
Hebrew College of New York, BT: 142, 276
Hebrew Educational Institute, Fair, MS: 24, 29, 30
Hebrew Free School, BT: 6, 17, 29, 31, 32, 86, 138, 265, 535, MS: 220
  acceptance policies, BT: 71, 222
  religious instruction, BT: 26, 76
  school supplies, BT: 95
Hebrew Free School Association, BT: 41, 276, MS: 13, 20, 127, 220, 241
  fundraising committee for, MS: 212
Hebrew Technical Institute, BT: 529, MS: 207
Hebrew Theological College of New York, BT: 465
High Schools, BT: 308
Jewish Free School, BT: 6, 29, 31, 32
Rabbinical Seminars, BT: 308
Religious School Committee, BT: 63, 71, 452 (See also under Religious school)
  registration of children, BT: 71, 76
  school supplies, C: 19
  state funds for, C: 23
  Talmud Torah School, C: 29
Educational Alliance and Technical Institute, BT: 529, MS: 88, 185, 188, 189, 195, 207
Ehrlich, Miss (Hebrew teacher), BT: 428
Einstein, Elias (teller), BT: 459, MS: 17, 68, 79, 94, 201, 223
Eisenman, Emil, BTA: 19
Eisner, David L., MS: 27
Eisner, Eliza, memorial menorah to, BT: 396
Eisner, H., BT: 29
Eisner, Henry, BT: 70, 74, 134, 160, 197, 218, 354, 364, GM: 30, 46, 68, 85, 111, 126
Eisner, Mrs. Henry, BT: 354, 356, 364, 395
Eisner, Marcus, BT: 7, 17, 37, 324, GM: 27, 30, 46, 85
Eisner, Max, BT: 396
Elections, Board of Trustees
  1864, BT: 3, 20
  1865, BT: 30–31
  1866, BT: 52
  1867, BT: 87
  1868, BT: 111–12
  1869, BT: 138–39
  1870, BT: 150–51, GM: 29
  1871, BT: 169, GM: 32
  1872, BT: 189–90, GM: 44
  1873, BT: 228–29
  1874, BT: 241–42, 244
  1875, BT: 256
  1876, BT: 258, 277–78
  1877, BT: 285, 303
  1878, BT: 314–15, GM: 96
  1879, BT: 331
  1880, BT: 331, GM: 118
  1881, BT: 342–43
1882, BT: 354
1883, BT: 372–73, GM: 144
1884, BT: 372–73, GM: 152
1886, BT: 391–92, 395
1887, BT: 406–8
1888, BT: 433–34
1889, BT: 433–34, MS: 17
1890, BT: 449–50, MS: 37–38, 50
1891, BT: 470, MS: 68–69
1892, BT: 493–95, MS: 94–95
1893, BT: 493–95, MS: 130
1894, BT: 502, MS: 159
1895, BT: 516–18
1896, BT: 526–27
1897, BT: 538–39, 540
1898, BT: 552–54, MS: 258
Eleventh Ward Bank, BT: 173
Ellinger, Moritz, MS: 17
Elm Street Synagogue, C: 5
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank, BT: 342, 348, 396, 435, MS: 6, 43, 62, 153, 166
m再 mortgage, MS: 160, 165, 168, 252
Engel, S., GM: 27, 30, 48, 68
Engel (Engl.), Nathan, BT: 36, 51, 68, GM: 68, 88, 126, 140, 152
Engelman, Dr. (Religious School Committee), BT: 403, 428
Engels, Emil, MS: 74, 131
English language services, BT: 322, 371, 468–69, 481, 539, MS: 76, 201
Entertainment committee, BT: 491
Epstein, H., GM: 27, 88
Epstein, M., GM: 46, 68
Erlich, Miss (Religious School teacher), BT: 444
Esrogim, BT: 18, 41, 49
Esseg, Hungary, BT: 50
Eternal light, BT: 354, 364
Even Haezer (classic Jewish Legal book, 14th-16th C.), C: 2

F
Fairs and fundraising efforts, BT: 88, 156, 209, 261, 304–6, 306, 321, 451, MS: 24, 33, 210
dinners, C: 14, 15, 22–23
Educational Alliance and Technical Institute, BT: 306, 308, MS: 100, 206
Women of Congregation and (1878), BT: 304–6
Farber, Rabbi, MS: 176
Fasting, surrogate, GM: 68
Feather dusters, BT: 35, 38
Feldheim, William, BT: 2, 6
Feldstein, W., BT: 7
Feldstein, Wm., GM: 88
Felsenfeld, Leb, C: 18, 20
Fernbach, Henry (architect), synagogue Ahawath Chesed, Lexington Avenue and 55th Street (1870 - ),
BT: 12–13, 129, 159, 161–62, 174, 200
Feust, Sigmund, MS: 88
Fifteenth Street Sanctuary, BTA: 6
Cuban ownership claim, purported, BTA: 21
finances, MS: 133
sale of, BTA: 14–16, 18–19
tax assessment for Elm St. widening, BTA: 9
Fiftieth Anniversary Festival (1896), MS: 211, 216, 218, 222, 228
Finance Commissioners, BT: 6, 20, 26, 28, 71, 74, 80, 103, 139, 232, 252, 510
surplus noted, BT: 385, 401–2
audits, BT: 13 –15, 22, 130–31, 292
Bloch, Israel, BT: 31, 50
Eisner, H., BT: 52, 63
Fischl, Marcus, Jr., BT: 52, 57–58, 60, 63
Simm, Abr., BT: 20, 31, 33, 50
Finance Committee, BT: 3–4, 71, 246, 275, 293, 369, 452, MS: 17, 68, 131, 159, 191, 258. See also Finance Committee Members
elections, MS: 37, 94, 236
Finance Committee Members
Auerbach, David, BT: 510
Bauman, Ludwig, BT: 477, 510
Bloch, Israel, BT: 31, 50–151, 150, 169
defined in constitution, BT: 452
Einstein, Elias, BT: 477
Eisner, H., BT: 52, 63, 74
Financial advisory committee formed (1897), BT: 539, MS: 240–41, 259
Financial Directors (Finance Committee and Treasury Committee)
Auerbach, GM: 44, 66, 72
Beissinger [Beisinger], B., GM: 1, 44, 66, 72, 93, 95, 96, 105, 107, 123, 130, 138, 144
Levy, M., GM: 44, 72
Rosenzweig, Ign., GM: 44, 53, 55, 63, 96, 105, 107
Rosenzweig, J., GM: 130, 138, 144
Simm, Sal [Solomon], GM: 66–68, 72, 95, 130, 138
Simon, S, GM: 105
Stransky, GM: 44
Financial Matters, MS: 48, 55, 172. See also Debts
advances, BT: 204–5
annual contribution, MS: 150
names of those in, MS: 74, 107, 197–98, 202–3, 210, 212, 242–43
payments arranged, BT: 211–13, 287
assessment of fines, continuing discussion throughout, GM: 1–153
assets, BT: 530
audits, BT: 13–15, 458–59, 510
dissent from Abr. Simm, BT: 359–60
guidelines, BT: 114 –115
bank deposits
Dry Dock Savings Bank, GM: 29, 37, 41, 44, 52, 55, 63, 66, 70, 71, 86, 91, 95, 100, 105–6
proposal to withdraw funds from, GM: 96
German Savings Bank, GM: 2, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21
bond, cashier’s, required, MS: 204, 206
exchanged or redeemed, BTA: 12, MS: 107
purchases and redemptions of, BT: 194
bond subscriptions and transfers, MS: 23, 31, 33, 35, 48, 106, 128
bookkeeping, BT: 22–23
capital investments, **BT**: 349–50
collections for societies, **MS**: 5
crisis (1876), **BT**: 262–64, 269–72
crisis (1894), **BT**: 506
deficits, **BT**: 250, 327–28, 503, 510
discounted notes, **BT**: 217
down-payments on memberships, **BT**: 14–15
insurance, **BT**: 79
invoice payments, **BT**: 213–14, 216, **MS**: 58, 195, 245
mortgages, **BT**: 55, 88, 174, 311, 328, 342, 345, 348–49, 422, 423, 520, **MS**: 2, 4, 194
building loan for new Temple (Oct. 1, 1870), **BT**: 159–60
payments, **MS**: 4
payoff amounts, **BT**: 410–11, 414
payment authorizations, **MS**: 38, 79
printing costs for scholarly works, **BT**: 437–38
purchase of Temple lot (1870), **BT**: 150
receipts and disbursements, **BTA**: 19, 21
request for annual dues contribution, **MS**: 150
salary reductions, **BT**: 288
share offerings, **BT**: 275–76
"sinking fund" proposed, **BT**: 311, 342, 348–50
solvency of congregation, **BT**: 147, 327–28
surplus funds, **BT**: 23–24
taxes, **MS**: 30, 32, 104, 177, 216
U.S. Bonds, **GM**: 96, 136, 138, 147
Financial Reports, **MS**: 1, 24, 31, 44–45
1864–1866, **BT**: 4–5, 12–13, 20–21, 27
1865–1866, **BT**: 27, 32–33, 38–39, 44, 49
1866–1867, **BT**: 59–60, 64, 72–73
1867–1868, **BT**: 88, 94–95, 99, 107–8, **GM**: 1, 2, 4, 9, 16, 21
1868–1869, **BT**: 113, 122–23, 131–32, **GM**: 9, 12
1869–1870, **BT**: 135–36, 140, 145–46, 151, **GM**: 24–25, 27
1870–1871, **BT**: 151–52, **GM**: 27, 28, 29
1871–1872, **BT**: 170, 176, **GM**: 31–32, 36–37
1872–1873, **BT**: 203–7, 223–26, **GM**: 41–48, 50–51, 55, 60–61
1873–1874, **BT**: 236–38
1874–1875, **BT**: 247–49, **GM**: 63, 65–67, 70–71
1875–1876, **BT**: 266–69, **GM**: 73–75, 75
1876–1877, **BT**: 290–91, **GM**: 79, 84
1877–1878, **BT**: 300–301, **GM**: 91
1878–1879, **BT**: 319–20, 325–27, **GM**: 95, 96, 100–101
1879–1880, **GM**: 103–12
1880–1881, **BT**: 346–47
1880–1884, **GM**: 115–25, 126, 128–29, 134, 136–39, 141, 143, 145, 147, 149, 151
1881–1882, **BT**: 356–58
1882–1883, **BT**: 366–67
1883–1884, **BT**: 375–76
1884–1885, **BT**: 386–88
1886–1887, **BT**: 399–401, 411–13
1887–1888, **BT**: 424–26
1888–1889, **BT**: 439–41
1889–1890, **BT**: 457–58
1890–1891, **BT**: 475–77, **MS**: 1, 24, 31, 44–45, 51, 56
1891–1892, **BT**: 487–88, **MS**: 61, 71, 81, 83, 86
1892–1893, **BT**: 499–501, **MS**: 89, 101, 117
1893–1894, **BT**: 508–10, **MS**: 143
1894-1895, **BT**: 521–24, **MS**: 157, 165, 204
1895-1896, **BT**: 521–24, 532–34, **MS**: 229
1898, **BTA**: 10, 13

Fink, Mr. (2nd Chasen, 1867-1868), **BT**: 96, 103, 112
   employment extended, **BT**: 130, 139, 169

Finkel, Joachim, **BT**: 7, 26

Finkenberg, Philip, **BT**: 142

Fire warden, **BT**: 148

Fischel, George, **MS**: 111

Fischel [Fischel] [Fishel] [Fischl] [Fischel], M.
   variant spellings of, **GM**: 1, 29, 48, 68, 88, 126, 140, 152

Fischer, Mr. and Mrs., **MS**: 188

Fischie, Henrietta, **BT**: 390

Fischl (Fischel), Marcus, Jr., **BT**: 52, 57–58, 60, 63, 70, 74, 79, 82, 385, **GM**: 150
   building plot committee, **BT**: 125
   Chevra Kadisha Committee, **GM**: 137
   Finance Commissioner, **BT**: 74

Fishel, Aaron, **MS**: 200

Fishel, Albert, **MS**: 196

Fishel, Josef., **BTA**: 11, 16

Fishel, Marks [Marcus], **BT**: 517, **BTA**: 5, 18, **MS**: 91, 191, 228, 249, 255
   death of, and memorial resolutions, **BTA**: 5, **MS**: 257, 262, 263
   re Jewish Farmers, Chesterfield, Conn., **MS**: 88

Fisher, Jacob, **BT**: 421

Flaschner, Grunfeld, **BT**: 1

Flashner, Herman, **BT**: 495, **MS**: 126

Fleischner, H., **BT**: 61

Fleishmann (Fleischman), **GM**: 29, 48, 90, 126, 140, 152

Florsheim, H., funeral of, **BT**: 175

Food
   *Chelvamot* (remains of milk), **C**: 17
   *non-Kosher* (*Treyfa*), **C**: 17

Forty-fourth Street Synagogue, **BT**: 178

Founder's Day (January 8, 1883), **GM**: 140

Frank, Jacob, **MS**: 44, 49, 61, 214

Franke, Bernard, **BT**: 374

Frankel, Adolf, **MS**: 2, 3

Free Burial Society, **BT**: 144, 145, 148, 172, 234, 245, 265, 324

Freund, D., **C**: 7

Freund, Herman, application for discharge, **BT**: 1

Freund, Max, **BT**: 419, 421, **MS**: 43

Freund, Moritz, **BT**: 261

Freund, Mrs. Frances, **BT**: 427

Freund, Mrs. Sophie, **BT**: 442

Friedberg, S., **BT**: 68, **MS**: 2

Friedman, Mr. (butcher), **C**: 13

Friedman & Stern, **MS**: 86

Froelich, A. (organist), **MS**: 107, 212–13

Froelich, David, **BT**: 538, **MS**: 250

Funeral Committees
   *Chevra Kadisha* (*Chevra Kadish Aleph*), **GM**: 11, 24, 64, 75, 79

Funerals, **BT**: 66, 139, 210. See also Burial expenses; Widows
   Adler, Ignaz, **GM**: 2
   Adler, Jacob, **GM**: 69, 73, 75
   Ash, Mrs. B., **GM**: 64
   Auerbach, Mr., **GM**: 41
Bauer, Miss A., GM: 42
Cohn, Isaac, GM: 107, 110
Engle, S., GM: 56, 58
Epstein, H., GM: 91
Florsheim, GM: 43
Krailscheimer [Kreilsheimer] [Kreiselheimer], Mr., GM: 123
Meyer, Jos., GM: 43
Richman, M., 76
Rosenfeld, Mrs., GM: 95
Scheider, Moses [Moritz], GM: 113, 115–16

Funerals, children
Adler, A., GM: 23
Asch, L., GM: 73
Bauman, E., GM: 116
Fisk, M., GM: 58
Kopetzky, GM: 71, 76
Krauss, GM: 147
Kupfer, GM: 71
Levy, GM: 119
Lowy, J., GM: 12
Mayor, A., GM: 71, 115
Rosenthal, T., GM: 91
Simons, S., GM: 104
Spiegel, GM: 138
Stein, GM: 71
Stransky, M., GM: 12
Strauss, S., GM: 25
Zeimer, H., GM: 104

Funeral services
Havdolah service, GM: 9

Furnace repair
Peters, Albert, MS: 82, 84

G
Gallery benches, BT: 63
Gas lighting, installation of, BT: 364
Gate of Hope, Temple, MS: 57
Geismar, Rabbi, BT: 513, MS: 170, 171, 174, 182
Geissner, Rabbi, MS: 167
Gelroy, Mr. Th. F., MS: 89
General meetings. See under Meetings
Gerber, Moritz, MS: 68, 95, 191
German, Miss. Emma, BT: 169
German, prayers and sermons, BT: 118, 169, MS: 1
German prayer books, translations, MS: 1
German Savings Bank, BT: 23–24, GM: 9, 15
Get (divorce), C: 19, 29
Gifts, BT: 7, 43, 52, 58, 158, 409, 496, MS: 210. See also Donations
to congregation, MS: 126
memorial, MS: 208
Glaziers, invoices, MS: 51
Gluck, Jane, BTA: 11
Gluck (Glick), Henry, BT: 483, MS: 89–90
God, doctrines about, C: 9
Goetzl, Ad. (Religious School teacher), BT: 403, 417, 444, MS: 9, 16–17, 27, 119
Goldberg, R. Hirsch, C: 19
Goldschmid, Mr., **BT:** 97
Goldstein, Julius, **BT:** 79, 114
Gotheil, Rev. Dr. (substitute preacher), **BT:** 502, 506–7, **MS:** 162
Gotlieb, Rev. Dr., substitute for Dr. Kohut (1894), **MS:** 158
Gottschalk, Mr. B., **MS:** 77
Grady, Hon. T.H., **MS:** 21
Grassner, Paul (janitor), **BT:** 504, 531, **MS:** 98, 131, 181, 196
Greenfeld, David (Trustee, Vice-president, 1891–1893), **BT:** 31, 35, 70, 82, 85, 129, 141, 158, 189–90, 252, 302, 334, 353, 362, 373, 382–83, 407, 419, 421, 434, 450, 452, 470, 504, 517–18, **BTA:** 3, **MS:** 22–23, 32, 50, 71, 95, 152, 161, 182
Building Plot Committee, **BT:** 134, 197
Finance Committee, **BT:** 272
loan to Congregation offered, **MS:** 160
Membership Committee, **BT:** 70, 213
Rites Committee, **BT:** 177
Subscription Committee, **BT:** 163
Greenfeld, Miss (Religious School teacher), **BT:** 429, 444
Greenfields, E., Son & Co., Plumbers, **MS:** 128, 129
Greenwald, Louis, insurance agent, **MS:** 109
Groom (Chatan). See Marriages
Grossman, Rabbi Rudolph (Detroit), **BT:** 514, **MS:** 174, 176–77, 178, 184–87
Grosswardien (Gronnardein), Hungary, **BT:** 380
Guggenheimer, Samuel, **BT:** 30, **MS:** 217
Guinsburg, Miss Flora, **BT:** 431, 445, 467, 493, **MS:** 36, 96
Guinsburg, Miss Pauline (Religious School music teacher), **BT:** 354, 361, 364, 372, 373, 378, 403, 417, 428
Guinsburg, Mrs. Samuel, **BT:** 403, **MS:** 19
Guinsburg, Theodor (Cantor, tenure, 1880–1921), **BT:** 335, 342, 345, 370, 405, 516, 520, **MS:** 57, 82, 84, 120, 161–62, 178, 187, 194, 222, 238–39
burial duties, **MS:** 44
cemetery shares, **MS:** 145
confirmation services performed, **MS:** 158
life insurance, **BT:** 481, 495, **MS:** 95, 99, 129, 193, 214
prayerbook composition, **MS:** 33, 213
Religious School music director, **BT:** 278, 378, 403, 416, 463, 466, 486
renewal of contract, **BT:** 394, 408, 450–51, 515, **MS:** 192
salary, **BT:** 353, 355, 374, 394, 451, 515, **MS:** 146
Guinsburg, Dr. (in Rochester), resolution of thanks, **BT:** 50
Gustave Frank & Co. (insurance), **MS:** 63, 75
Guethheim, Rev., Consecration oration, **BT:** 178

H
Haas, David, **BT:** 252, 272, 421
Haas, Louis, **MS:** 104
Haftorah, to be given in English, **BT:** 322
Hahn, Benjamin F., **BT:** 261
Hahn, D., **BT:** 56, 61
Hahn, Louis, **BT:** 18, 31, 82, 85
Hahn, Solomon, **BT:** 144, 145
Halberstadt, I., **BTA:** 12
Hall, S., **BT:** 16, **GM:** 29, 48, 71
Hamburger, Samuel B., **BT:** 208, 211, 240, 273, 296, 312, 329, 334, 342, 353, 360, 362, 371, 377, 416, 428, 444, 445, 451, 462, 465, 478, 489, 503, 514, 516, 520, 525, 530, 535, **BTA:** 12, **MS:** 95, 101, 161, 212
delegate to 4th and 5th Biannual Convention, **MS:** 156
mortgage arrangement, **BT:** 345  
Vice-president,1884–, **BT:** 372–73, 388, 397  
Hamburger, Saul B., **MS:** 153, 191  
Hamilton, Henry, Janitor, **BT:** 211, 244  
*Hanoten Teshua* (prayer for the welfare of the State), **C:** 18  
Haring, R., **MS:** 147  
Hartford Congregation, **BT:** 40–41  
Hartman, Clarence, **MS:** 111  
Hartman, H., **BT:** 257  
Hartman, Isaac (trustee, vice-president), **BT:** 116, 177, 191, 195, 197, 209, 353–254, 362, 373, 382, 407, 419, 421, 433, 450, 452, **MS:** 18, 20, 22, 23–25, 111  
  
death of, **BT:** 474, 496, **MS:** 79, 110  
  
resolutions on death of, **MS:** 64–65, 67–68, 70, 73  
Hartman, Joseph, **BT:** 316  
Hartman, Max, **MS:** 104  
Hartmann, Jonas, **BT:** 129, 134, 141, 212, 216  
Hassender, Thomas (roofer), **MS:** 190  
Hauser, H., **MS:** 83  
*Havdolah* services, **GM:** 9  
Hays, Isaac, **BT:** 483, **MS:** 74, 111  
Head coverings, **BT:** 482, 494, 498–99, 537, **C:** 8, **MS:** 117–19, 122  
Hebrew, **BT:** 132. *See also* Jewish; Judaism  
  
prayers in, **BT:** 118  
  
translating, **BT:** 90, 132–33  
Hebrew Charities. *See under* Charities  
Hebrew Education. *See under* Education, Religious  
Hebrew Free School Association. *See under* Education, Religious  
Hebrew newspapers. *See under* Newspapers and periodicals  
Hecht, Dr., **MS:** 168  
Hecht, Mr. (Religious-School teacher), **BT:** 109–10, 171, 208  
Heilberg, H., **BT:** 9, 52, 61, 70, 177, 192, 213–14, **GM:** 29, 50, 68, 71, 90, 113, 150  
Heilbrun, Jos., **BT:** 495  
Heiman, Henry, **BT:** 362  
Heineman, Henry (Trustee), **BTA:** 12  
Heinemann, Nathan, **C:** 6, 7, 8, 15, 18, 19, 21–30  
Helfman, Nathan, **MS:** 83  
Heller, J. (Cantor), **MS:** 173  
Heller, Mr. and Mrs. Adolf, **BT:** 158  
Heller, Rabbi Max, **MS:** 177, 178  
Help for widows. *See under* Widows  
Henderson & Darcy, contractors, **BT:** 200  
Henry Street Synagogue, **C:** 6, 17  
  
Consortium Boards meeting at, **C:** 17  
Henshel, Joseph, **BT:** 390  
Hentschel (merchant), **BT:** 216  
Herschel, Rabbi S., **C:** 19  
Hersch (Hirsch), Ephraim (trustee), **BT:** 3, 18, 24, 25, 35, 45, 70, 97  
  
Constitution committee, **BT:** 11  
  
Sick Visit Committee, **GM:** 29, 152  
Herzig, Albert, **BT:** 84  
Herzig, Miss Helen (Religious School teacher), **BT:** 444, 462  
Herzig, Philip, **BT:** 218  
Herzig, Simon (trustee, cashier), **BT:** 218, 370, 378, 415, 421, 428, 462, 470, 478, 481, 494, 495, 504, 540, **MS:** 91, 95, 102, 107, 128, 159, 161, 162, 181, 191, 253, 257, 260  
  
bond purchases, **MS:** 69, 206, 207–8, 226  
cashier's reports, **GM:** 141, **MS:** 224
High Holidays, **BT**: 505, **BTA**: 22
Hilbrandt (Hilbrand/Hilbrant), Rudolph, **BTA**: 15, 18
Hildburghausen, H., **C**: 14
Hirsch, Rabbi Aub, **C**: 20
*History of Judaism*, **BT**: 132
Hochstater, Albert, **BT**: 536
Hoechsler (Hoechster), Isaac, **BT**: 410, **MS**: 30, 32
Honorary officers, **BT**: 462, 478, **MS**: 194
Hornstein, Henry, **MS**: 158
Holiday preachers, **MS**: 169
Holidays, public, **C**: 2
Holidays and Fast Days, **C**: 9, 11. See also Observances
Holy Services, **C**: 2
Huebsch (Hûbsch), Dr. Adolf (tenure, 1866-1884), **BT**: 56, 58, 117-21, 322, 345, 355, 363, **GM**: 2, 8, 10, 26
burial of his child, **BT**: 175
death of (1884), **BT**: 380, 383-84, 385
funeral and monument, **BT**: 393
inaugural sermon, **BT**: 67, 68-69
invited to preach at Congregation Rodeph Shalom, **BT**: 69
laying of cornerstone for new building, **BT**: 109, 165-66
letters deposited in Archive, **BT**: 71
memorial fund and medal established in honor of, **BT**: 389, 405, 479
preaching duties and invitations, **BT**: 216, 322
religious school establishment and administration, **BT**: 63, 75-78, 171, 208, 227, 240, 272, 350, 369-70, 402
renewal of contract, **BT**: 135, 136-37, 222, 230, 233, 288, 360, 363, 374
subsidies for travel and household, **BT**: 65, 85
teaching duties, **BT**: 90, 294, 329
Thanksgiving sermon, **BT**: 68-69
weekly bible lectures on religion for young people, **BT**: 234
works:
   German prayer book, **MS**: 169
   prayer book commission, **BT**: 106, 110, 117-21, 187, 210-11, 231, 506
Huebsch (Hûbsch), Miss Leontine (Religious School teacher), **BT**: 329, 351, 360, 371, 377
Huebsch (Hûbsch), Mrs. Adolf, (first wife of Dr. H.), **BT**: 104
death and funeral of (October, 1866), **BT**: 65-67
Huebsch (Hûbsch), Mrs. Julia (second wife. widow of Dr. H.), **MS**: 19
   letter to the Board of Directors, **BT**: 381-82
   synagogue seats relinquished, **MS**: 77-78
   widow's stipend, **BT**: 380, 434, 442, **MS**: 18, 19
Huebsch (Hûbsch), S. (Religious School teacher), **BT**: 403, 428, 444, 490
Huebsch (Hûbsch) and Lasker Medallion Fund, **BT**: 432, 479
Huntsville Congregation, **BT**: 97, 103
Hyman, Henry, **BT**: 195, 244, 277-78, 302, 322, 368, 373
Hymn books, **BT**: 220, **BTA**: 12

Insurance, **BT**: 355, 396, 407, 411, 413, **MS**: 229
   Gustave Frank & Co., **MS**: 65, 75

|
Life Insurance policies, **BT**: 396, 407, 411, 412
Royal Insurance Company, **MS**: 62 (See also Insurance)
Scottish Union & National Insurance Company of Edinburgh, **MS**: 196
Thornberg & Co. (Insurance), **MS**: 155
Isaac, Dr. Abr. (guest preacher), **MS**: 187, 188, 192, 196
Israel, Temple, Harlem, **MS**: 57, 249, 262

J
Jacob, Hon. (Cantor), **MS**: 21
Jacob, Rev. Dr., **MS**: 57
Jacobs, Mrs., re: synagogue chimney collapse, **MS**: 158
Jacobson, Dr. Moses, **BT**: 513, **MS**: 168, 170, 180, 182
Jaffe, Rev. Israel, **MS**: 82, 84
Jardine & Son (organ builders), **BT**: 200, 209, 346, 386, **MS**: 47, 48, 104, 244
Jarzeit services, **BT**: 142, 489
Jastrow, Dr., Rabbi, **MS**: 171–74, 178, 180, 229
Jefferson Hotel, Richmond, Va., **BTA**: 10
Jenteles, Jacob, **BT**: 87, 100, 103
Jennings & Brown, contractors, **BT**: 200, 216
Jerusalem
suffering Jews in, **BT**: 42
yearly offering for, **BT**: 79
Jewish Chautauqua Society, **BTA**: 23, **MS**: 255
Jewish colony in Wisconsin, **BTA**: 23
Jewish Congregations of the City of New York, delegates, **BTA**: 19
Jewish Farmers, Chesterfield, Conn., **MS**: 88
Jewish Farmers in Wisconsin, **BTA**: 20
Jewish Free School. See under Education
Jewish Hospital and Orphan Asylum, **BT**: 87, 145, 178
benefit fairs, **BT**: 156, 220, 222
directorium of, **BT**: 178
Jewish Immigrant Protective Society of New York, **MS**: 5, 13–14
Jewish Law
Choshen Hamishpat (classic book of Jewish law), **C**: 5
classical legal books, 14th-16th C., **C**: 2
legal questions (She’elot), **C**: 2, 5
on marriages, **C**: 15, 16
Jewish Minister Association, **MS**: 3
Jewish prisoners
educational program for, **MS**: 84
Society for the Aid of, **MS**: 84, 255, 256
Jewish Reformatory, New York City, **MS**: 100, 204
Jewish Theological Seminary Association, **MS**: 13–14, 208
Jews of Salonika (Greece) fund, **MS**: 53–54
Joachimson, Judge, **BT**: 166, 179
Josef, Leopold, **BT**: 79, 80, 125
Josefshia, A., **BT**: 415
Joseph, Rabbi, family plot, **MS**: 225–26
Judaism
conservative reform, **BT**: 515
radical reform, **BT**: 515
reformist, **BT**: 154
Judges (Dayan), **BT**: 179, **C**: 7

K
Kaddish ne shamot (Mourners prayer), **BT**: 142
Kahn, Nathan (Rabbi, Shaar Hashomayim), **BT**: 36, **BTA**: 6, **MS**: 132–33
  letter to, re: merger, **MS**: 134–35
Kalish, Dr., Richmond VA, **MS**: 178
Kalish, Mr. (from Detroit), **BT**: 50
Kann, Nathan, **BTA**: 9, 14–15, 17–19
Karpeles, Mr. (organist), **BT**: 55, 67, 93
Katzenberg, S. H., **BT**: 68, 70, 125
Keller, Abraham, **BT**: 428
building plot committee, **BT**: 125, 163
cemetery keeper dispute, **MS**: 118
illness of, and honors for service, **MS**: 70, 82
memorial resolutions committee, **MS**: 41
retirement, **BT**: 518
temporary cashier (1890), **MS**: 18, 21–23, 35–38, 43, 44, 45
Kellner Bros., **MS**: 101
Keneseth Israel, Congregation, **MS**: 189
Ketubah (marriage contract), **BT**: 51
Kiessel (bricklayer), **MS**: 23
Kind, Abraham
  building plot committee, **BT**: 160, 163, 187, 197
  Burial ground committee, **BT**: 195
  Rites committee, **BT**: 77
Klaber, Mr. Adolph (sculptor), **BT**: 126, 211, 231, **MS**: 186, 258
Klapper, A., **BT**: 7, 8, 42, 61, 134
Klapper, S., **BT**: 7, 8, 68, 79, 82, 139, **GM**: 1, 14, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35–36, 40–42, 50, 65, 71, 76, 90, 113–14, 141, 142
Klein, Samuel, **BT**: 98–99
Klingenstein, Miss (Religious School teacher), **BT**: 278, 429, 444
Klinger, Marcus, **BT**: 29, 30
Knot, Ab., **BT**: 134
Knir, Abraham, **BT**: 214–16
Knir, Mrs. Maria (Mrs. Abraham Knir), **BT**: 214–16
Koch, Judge, **BT**: 166, 179
Kohler, Joseph, **BT**: 7, 18, 24, 324
Kohler, Mos., **GM**: 30, 50, 90
Kohler, Mrs. Johanna, **MS**: 232–34
Kohler, Rev. Dr. Kaufman, **MS**: 187, 188
Kohn, Isaac, **GM**: 46, 67
Kohnberg, Mr., **C**: 20
Kohn, Joseph, **BT**: 57, 70, 81, 82, 97, 100, 121, 126, 129, 177, **GM**: 50
death of, **BT**: 324
Building Committee, **BT**: 158, 159–60
Charter report and trip to Albany, **MS**: 11–12
director of Montefiore Home, **MS**: 98–99
gift of pew, **MS**: 198
honored as president of congregation, **MS**: 262
purchase of burial property, **BT**: 397–98, 422, 454
Religious School Committee, **BT**: 283, 312, 370, 378, 428, 444
trustee/honorary secretary, **BT**: 373–75, 382, 383, 395, 419, 421
Kohn, Mor., **BT**: 134, 141
Kohner, Sophie (Religious School teacher), **BT**: 360, 371, 377, 403, 429, 444
Kohut, Dr. Alexander (Rabbi, tenure 1885-1894), **BT**: 395, 429, 445, 461, 492, 494, 519–20
and American Jewry, esteemed and respected by, **BT**: 519
banchet in honor of, **MS**: 95, 101
confirmation class, **BT**: 418, 463, 469
contract, **BT**: 394, 408
daughter, marriage of, **MS**: 111, 115, 139
death of (May 24, 1894), **BT**: 512, 516, 529, **MS**: 161–64, 165
funeral and memorial arrangements, **BT**: 519–20
illness and, **BT**: 502–4, 506–7, 511
English, preaching in, **MS**: 76, 79, 119, 151
family plot, **MS**: 167
father-in-law dies, **MS**: 49
installation, **BT**: 380, 384
life Insurance, funded by Congregation, **BT**: 396, 407, 411
literary society proposed by, **MS**: 23, 25
marble monument, **MS**: 186, 198–99
memorial books, **MS**: 183
and Religious School, **BT**: 402, 415
remarriage (1887), **BT**: 407, 410–11
sabbatical and final illness,1894, **MS**: 157–58
travels, European, **BT**: 380, 384, **MS**: 15, 18, 19, 99
works:

*Aruch Completum* (a Talmudic Lexicon), **BT**: 437, **MS**: 8, 12–13, 16
dedication to Ahawath Chesed, **MS**: 9–10
prayer book translations, **BT**: 423–24, **MS**: 1, 13, 89
works about: *Memorial Pamphlet* (Kohut, George), **MS**: 181
Kohut, George (Dr. Alexander Kohut's son), **MS**: 155, 156, 181, 232, 237, 243
compilation of guest Rabbis' sermons, **MS**: 181
employed as Religious school teacher, **MS**: 156
permission to preach in the Temple, **MS**: 155
rabbinical appointment to Dallas, Texas, **MS**: 243
Kohut, Mrs. Alexander (first wife), **BT**: 396
Kohut, Mrs. Alexander (second wife), **BT**: 208, 451, 512, 525, **MS**: 120, 169, 200, 232–34, 246
Kolb (undertaker), **MS**: 235
Kopetzky, Josef, **BTA**: 3, **GM**: 61–63, 76, 92, 113, 142, **MS**: 17, 20, 42, 49, 243
Kopietzky, E., **MS**: 49, 171
Kosher meat, preparation of

*Borschers* and seals, **C**: 17
violations reported, **C**: 17, 24
Krailscheimer [Kreilsheimer] [Kreiselheimer], Mr., **BT**: 53, 374, **GM**: 50, 90, 113, 142
Kraus. Adolf, **BT**: 245
Kraus, Mr. Elkan, **GM**: 152
Krauskopf, Dr., lecture, **MS**: 152
Kreidelsheimer, **GM**: 30
Krohnberg, Isaac, credentials committee, **C**: 18, 20
Kupfer, B., **BT**: 70, 134, 177
Kupfer, S., **GM**: 48, 53, 60
Kupfer, Sigmund, **BT**: 127, **GM**: 26–27
Kuttner, Morris, **MS**: 191
Land purchases, **BT**: 55, 59, 67, 195
Lang, Aaron, **BT**: 99, 103
Lanier, Charles, **BTA**: 20
Lasker, Edward (humanitarian;political scientist, Berlin), **BT**: 378
Lasker Memorial Fund, **BT**: 378, 390, 409, 479
Lebanon Hospital, **MS**: 145, 147–48, 245
Lebenthal, Dr. (of Cincinnati congregation), **BT**: 254
Lebusch, Rabbi Ael, **C**: 18
Lechner, Jacob, **BT**: 29
Lederer, Fannie, **BT**: 506, **MS**: 141
donation for memorial tablet, **MS**: 116
Lederer, Jacob, **BT**: 43, 70, 82, 134, 139, **GM**: 11, 31, 43, 53, 68, 76, 93, 116, 129, 144
Lederer, Mrs. Charlotte, **BT**: 506, **MS**: 141
Lederer, Simon, **BT**: 370, 378, 415, 428, **MS**: 116
death of, **BT**: 444–45, 496, **MS**: 4, 7, 10
Leffler, John, **BTA**: 11
Legislature, Albany, New York, **MS**: 29
Lemberger, Simon, **MS**: 206
Lenders, **BT**: 267
Lester, Sidney, **BT**: 324
Leszewinsky, Adolf, **MS**: 79
Leucht [Licht], Mr., **BT**: 211, 215, 218, 220
Levayes. See Funerals
Levirate marriage. See Marriages, remarriage rules
Levitt, Mr. (VP, 12th Street Congregation), **MS**: 169
Levy, Charles J, Rabbi, Cincinnati, **BT**: 513
Levy, Charles S., Rabbi, Cincinnati, **MS**: 174, 177, 179, 182
Levy, F., Mrs., **MS**: 229
Levy, Ferdi (coroner), **MS**: 14
Levy, Jacob, **GM**: 31
Levy, Jennie, Mrs., **MS**: 145–46
Levy, Joachim (heirs), **MS**: 74
Levy, Joseph, **BT**: 376
Levy, M., **GM**: 92, 116, 142, 144
Levy, Raphael, **MS**: 3
Levy, Rev. Dr., Charleston S.C., **BT**: 410
Lewe, Josef, **BT**: 129, 134, 141
Lewis, Mrs. A. H., **MS**: 29
Lewy, David, **BT**: 334
Lewy, Josef, **BT**: 70, 79, 177
Lewy, Julius A., **BT**: 8–9
Lewy, Moritz, **BT**: 25, 57, **GM**: 88
Lexington and Park Avenue, New York City
asphalt surface and cable road construction, **MS**: 89, 140, 190, 192
cable train, **MS**: 140
Lexington and 55th Street, New York City, **BT**: 161, **MS**: 259
Library, financing of, **BT**: 83
Lichtenstadt, David, **BT**: 138
Lichtenstein, Benjamin, **BT**: 407, 409, 419, 421, 450, 452, 470, 475, **MS**: 22–24, 30, 43, 58, 60, 96, 199–200, 219, 228
Liebman, Adler (from Chicago), **BT**: 50
Life Insurance policies, **BT**: 396, 407, 411, 412
Lilienthal, Dr. Max, **BT**: 164–65, **C**: 1–6, 9, 19
administrative activities of, **C**: 12, 13, 17–18, 22–23
confirmations, **C**: 11
contract, rewriting of, **C**: 18
credentials, C: 18, 20
educational duties of, C: 9, 10, 11
installation and inaugural speech, C: 6–8
notifications to the Congregations, C: 12, 13
  on marriage laws, C: 27–29
on order in the Synagogue, C: 7
on Portuguese Synagogue, 23
prayers composed by, C: 15
on qualifications, C: 4
on religious education, C: 12
rotating duties of, C: 2, 5
salary offered and duties of, C: 2, 3

Lincoln, Abraham, BT: 32, 41
Linden Hill Cemetery, BT: 268–69, 275, 365, 371, 385, 387, 397–98, 402, 408–9, 420, 438, 471, 473–74, 484, MS: 1, 2, 15, 185
architect, MS: 39, 41
burial plots, MS: 35, 61, 101, 164, 167
caretakers, BT: 474, 484, MS: 53, 56, 62–63, 69, 98, 121, 220
disputes, MS: 116–17, 118
cemetery house and fence, construction bids for, MS: 45–46
cemetery lots
  construction issues, MS: 58–59, 157
transfers of ownership, BTA: 17, 19, 20, MS: 86–87, 145–46, 154, 202
charter, MS: 21
Constellation Lodge, MS: 94
contractors, MS: 128
family plots, MS: 81, 85–86, 128, 141, 209
fire insurance, MS: 60–61, 155
graue opening policy, MS: 83, 121
interior construction, MS: 69
maintenance and improvements, MS: 91, 105–6, 138, 139, 186
  land, purchases of, BTA: 7–8, MS: 1, 48, 92–93, 113–14
legislation for charter, MS: 11, 15
lightning conductor for buildings, MS: 60
maps, MS: 85
marble tablets, MS: 71, 100
new road construction, MS: 60
paving bid, MS: 49
proposed buyers, MS: 147
surveying of, MS: 20, 25, 32, 34, 35, 66, 69, 85
water system, MS: 85
windmill contract, MS: 97–98, 110
proposed buyers, MS: 147
taxes, MS: 35–36, 66
Lobsitz, Mr. Albert, BT: 49
Locksmith, BT: 72
Loeb, Laz. (Congregation Secretary, 1875–1893), BT: 24, 30, 68, 383, 395, 408, 435, 453, 482, 493, 504, BTA: 3–4, 12, 19, MS: 17, 21, 61, 68, 88, 94, 115, 146, 189
congregational silverware transferred to, MS: 223
Golden Wedding Anniversary, MS: 220, 257
salary, BT: 244, 304, 310, 323, 334, 354–55, 373
seat exemption, BT: 11
Loewenbein, Nathan, BT: 71
Loewenthal, Helen, nee Kohut, 141, MS: 141
Loewy, Herbert, **BT**: 168
Loewy, Jacob, **BT**: 3, 70
Loewy, Julius, **GM**: 3
Loewy (Lewy), Moritz, **BT**: 163, 172, **GM**: 1, 76, 90, 129, 152
  tenant of Congregation house (*Wohnhaus*) (1865-1871), **BT**: 28, 58, 80, 137, 149
Low, Charlie, **BT**: 179
Low, Ed. V., **BT**: 172, 179, 213
Lubritz, Alfred, **BT**: 61, 62
Ludlow Street Synagogue, fire disaster, **MS**: 115

M
Maccabee Lodge, **BTA**: 6–7, **MS**: 151, 250, 252, 255
*Magen Avraham* (classic Jewish legal book, (14th-16th C.), **C**: 2, 21
Maier [Mayer], A., **GM**: 53, 76, 93, 116, 129, 144
Mandelbaum, H. (janitor/watchman), **BTA**: 6, 17, 20
  commission, **BTA**: 9
Manheimer, L., **BT**: 93
Marble plaques, **BT**: 231
Marks, Marcus, **MS**: 43, 51
Marks, Mrs. S. M., **BT**: 451, 479
Marks, S. M., **BT**: 286, 478, **MS**: 4, 21, 76, 110
Marks, Samuel (Religious School Secretary), **BT**: 428
Marriages
  bans, **C**: 16
  ceremonies, rules for, **C**: 15, 16
  marriage permits, **BT**: 482, **MS**: 3, 69, 185, 226
    retained, **MS**: 69
  remarriage rules, **C**: 27–29
Marx. S. A., **BT**: 415
Matzos (Matzoh), **BT**: 13, 48–49, **C**: 2, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25–27, **MS**: 92
  baking, responsibility of, **C**: 25–27
  flour mill, **C**: 20, 25
  *Shomrim* (guards), 21
May, Henry, **BT**: 312, **MS**: 188
May, J., **BT**: 272, 294
Mayer, Abraham, **BT**: 61, 421
Mayer, Charles H., re family lot at Linden Hill, **MS**: 81, 84
Mayer, Dr., **BT**: 403
Mayer, Dr. A., (from Berlin), **BT**: 51
Mayer, John M. (contractor), **MS**: 60
Mayer, Mr. (cemetery superintendent), **MS**: 221, 255
Mayer, Mrs. Abraham, **MS**: 74
Mayer, Wolf, **BT**: 79, 192, 213, 214
Mayer & Martin, Stone Cutters, Newark, N.J., **BT**: 161–62
Measles, **BT**: 328–29
Mediators (*borerim*), **GM**: 1, 11, 29, 88, 90, 107
  Auerbach, S., **GM**: 53
  Fischl, Mr. M., **GM**: 152
  Levy, M., **GM**: 53
  Stransky, M, **GM**: 152
  Stransky, S., **GM**: 53, 152
  Weiss, Mr. T., **GM**: 152
Meetings
  Building Committee Meetings
    1870, **BT**: 158–67
    1871, **BT**: 174
1872, **BT**: 178
Extraordinary, 1866, **BT**: 56
General Meetings
1864, **BT**: 1, 2–4, 7–8, 18, 19–23
1865, **BT**: 30, 37–39, 42–44
1866, **BT**: 48, 51, 58–59
    extraordinary session, **BT**: 56
1867, **BT**: 69–71, 92–93, 99–103, 104–5, **GM**: 1–10
1868, **BT**: 106–9, 128–33, **GM**: 11–16
1869, **BT**: 135–36, 138–13, 144–45, **GM**: 17–26
1870, **BT**: 150–54, 156, 159, **GM**: 26–30
1871, **BT**: 167, 168–71
1872, **BT**: 175–76, 189–90, 192, 195–202, 210, **GM**: 40–44, 40–45, 46
1873, **BT**: 220, 221–28, **GM**: 50–51, 53, 57–58, 60–63
    Special, **BT**: 228–30
1874, **BT**: 231–41, **GM**: 62, 63, 66–68
1875, **BT**: 244–56, **GM**: 69–74, 73–74, 75–76
1876, **BT**: 258–77, 279–83, **GM**: 77–84
    proposal to meet twice yearly, **BT**: 265
1877, **BT**: 283–96, **GM**: 85–92, 89
1878, **BT**: 303–14, 316–20, **GM**: 93–102
    absentees, **BT**: 314
1879, **BT**: 322–30, **GM**: 103, 105–14, 112–14
    provision for two meetings annually revoked, **BT**: 322
1880, **BT**: 333–40, **GM**: 75–76, 115–22
1881, **GM**: 123–29
1882, **BT**: 352–62, **GM**: 130–40
1883, **BT**: 362–71, **GM**: 141–48
1884, **BT**: 372–79, **GM**: 149–52
1885, **BT**: 381–90
1886, **BT**: 391–406
1887, **BT**: 406–18
1888, **BT**: 419–32
1889, **BT**: 433–48
1890, **BT**: 449–68, **MS**: 32
1891, **BT**: 469–90, **MS**: 64
1892, **BT**: 480–92, **MS**: 92
1893, **BT**: 493–501
1894, **BT**: 502–12
1895, **BT**: 512–25
1896, **BT**: 526–37
1897, **BT**: 538–50
1898, **BT**: 551–67, **MS**: 256
    Annual General Meeting, scheduled for April 29, 1894, **MS**: 157
Members Meetings
1864, **BT**: 17
1871, **BT**: 174
1874, **GM**: 65–66
Monthly Meetings
1864, **BT**: 1–2, 6, 9
1865, **BT**: 18, 24–25, 28–29, 35–37, 40–42, 45–46, 47
1866, **BT**: 50, 57–58, 61–62, 67–69
1867, **BT**: 79, 85, 91–92, 97–98, 103–4
1868, **BT**: 106, 110–11, 126, 127–28, 134
1869, **BT**: 134, 137–38, 142, 143
1870, **BT**: 148–49, **GM**: 28, 30
1873, **GM:** 50, 52, 54–55, 56, 59
1874, **GM:** 64–67, 67
1875, **GM:** 69
1878, **GM:** 98–99
1879, **GM:** 103–4, 110–11
1880, **GM:** 119, 121
1881, **GM:** 128
1882, **GM:** 139–40
1888, **MS:** 1–5
1889, **MS:** 6–27
1890, **MS:** 28–39, 42–53, 55–56
1891, **MS:** 58–64, 65–66, 68–86
1892, **MS:** 86–96, 97–101, 103–9, 110–20
1893, **MS:** 121–28, 138–51
1894, **MS:** 152–60, 173–74, 177–79
1895, **MS:** 183, 184, 193–206
1896, **MS:** 206–11, 219–29
1897, **MS:** 230–39, 243–50
1898, **BTA:** 11–13, **MS:** 25O–264
1899, **BTA:** 15–17, 21

Special Meetings
1875, **BT:** 242–43
1876, **BT:** 256–57, 277–79
1877, **BT:** 296–97, 298–99
1878, **BT:** 314–15, 321
1879, **BT:** 331
1880, **BT:** 332
1882, **GM:** 140
1884, **BT:** 380, **GM:** 153
1885, on the death of Rev. Dr. Adolf Huebsch, and choice of successor, **BT:** 380
1889, **BT:** 449
1890, **MS:** 38–39, 39–42, 54, 57
1891, **MS:** 64, 67–68
1892, **MS:** 97, 102, 109, 113
1893, **MS:** 129–37
1894, **MS:** 166, 171–74, 172, 204
  on the death of Rev. Dr. Kohut, and choice of successor, **BT:** 512
  May 25 1894, on death of Rev. Dr. Alex Kohut, **MS:** 161–63
1895, **MS:** 182–83, 204
1896, **BT:** 537, **MS:** 211
  May 21, 1896 on death of Solomon Simm, **MS:** 217–19
August 5, 1897 on disastrous state of arrears, **MS:** 242
August 21, 1898, **BT:** 265
Dec. 29, 1898, **BTA:** 15
July 20, 1898, **BT:** 565
Oct. 28, 1898, **BTA:** 7–8

Trustee and Building Committee Meetings
1870, **BT:** 158–67
1871–1872, **BT:** 174–75, 178, 179, 180–88

Trustee and Committee Meetings
1865, **BT:** 8, 17, 25, 28–29, 39, 41, 45, 47
1866, **BT:** 51, 55–56

Trustee Meetings
1889, **MS:** 24, 241–42
1891, **MS:** 81–82
1894, **MS:** 170
1898, **MS**: 257

elections, May 22, 1895, **MS**: 190–91
Scheduling, 1891, **MS**: 81–82

Special

1894, **MS**: 176
1898, **BTA**: 13, 15

Mehrbach, Mrs.
arrears, **MS**: 148, 159, 212, 222

Melziner, Rev. Dr., funeral oration, **BT**: 66

Members at large

Auerbach, Mr. S., **GM**: 96
Cohn, Mr. M., **GM**: 96
Levy, Mr. M., **GM**: 96
Schneider, Mr. M., **GM**: 96

Membership, **BT**: 61

absentee members
fines for, **BT**: 59, 284
lists of, **BT**: 314–15, 344
down-payments, **BT**: 14–15
dues and membership fees, **BT**: 78–79, 322, **GM**: 72, 86, 87, 92, 152
exclusion from, **GM**: 1
honorary members, **GM**: 1
membership withdrawn, **BT**: 62
new members and candidates, 99, **BT**: 1, 2, 6, 7, 8–9, 9–10, 16, 18, 25, 29, 30, 31, 35, 36, 41, 45, 47, 51, 56–57, 57, 58, 61, 62, 68, 69, 70, 79, 80, 81, 84–85, 88, 92, 93, 94, 97–99, 98, 99, 103, 104–5, 111, 116, 127, 134, 138, 139, 142, 144, 145, 156, 158, 168, 177, 187–88, 195–96, 213, 218, 245, 247, 374, 385, 483, 495, 530, **MS**: 15–16, 31, 44, 49

proposed members, **BT**: 2, 6, 7–9, 16, 30, 57, 61, **GM**: 26–27, 56–57, **MS**: 49, 74, 77–78, 80–81, 83, 88, 104, 107, 111, 146
reinstatement of, **BT**: 26
release from, **BT**: 71, 133–34, 139, 145, 173, 174
resignations, **BT**: 149, 154, 157, 192, 214, 228, 504, **MS**: 2, 4, 243
selection committees, **BT**: 30, 45, 51, 57, 61, 62
statistics, **BT**: 35, 44

Membership campaign, **BT**: 435–36, 456, 475, 503

Membership committee, **BT**: 1, 7, 8, 18, 25, 30, 45, 51, 57, 58, 61, 68, 69–70, 70, 79, 84, 94, 97–99, 127, 138, 168, **GM**: 5, 26–27, 35, 56, 62. See also Membership

Memorial book, **MS**: 44, 51
Memorial tablets, **BT**: 496, 506, **GM**: 55, 60–61, 63, **MS**: 105–6, 116, 120, 141, 148, 214, 224
Mendelsohn, Dr., **MS**: 178
Mendes, Dr. H. Pereira, **BT**: 394–95, **BTA**: 5, **MS**: 99, 204, 245
Mendes, Rev. Dr. Frederick de Sola, **BT**: 273, 294, 514, **MS**: 57
Menorah, donation of, **BT**: 39, 396
Merchant, L. S. & Co. (encaustic floor tiles vendor), **BT**: 172, 213

Merger with Shaar Hashomayim
charter for new congregation, **MS**: 133
conditions of, **MS**: 135–38
discussion committees, **MS**: 132–33, 247, 249
merged congregations, new structure of, **MS**: 135
name change of congregation, **MS**: 135

Meserole (surveyor), **MS**: 69, 104

Mesheberach (Misheborach) (healing prayer), **BT**: 82, 85, 87, 92
motion for reconsideration, **BT**: 88, 92

Methodist Episcopal Church, 2nd Street, Newtown, L.I., **MS**: 66, 69, 86, 98, 101
Metunah (present), BT: 158
Metzler, M., BT: 9–10, 334
Metzler, M., Mrs, MS: 251
Metzler, Mrs., MS: 251
Meyer, A., BT: 97, GM: 92, 144
Meyer, John (cemetery superintendent), BTA: 8, MS: 134, 225, 244
Meyer, Jonah, BT: 104–5
Meyer, Josiah, BT: 214
Meyer, Wolf, BT: 70
Miller, Rabbi Ig, MS: 167, 169
Mincha, BT: 17, 40
Minche (prayer or sermon?), MS: 76
Minhag America revisions meeting, BT: 156
Minister Association, MS: 173, 216, MS: 260
Minutes book
to be recorded in English, 1899., BTA: 24
purchase of, C: 13
Minyan, BT: 44, GM: 51
as funeral expense, GM: 6, 7, 44, 66, 68, 91, 95, 103–4, 123
Mishkan Israel, Congregation, C: 16
Montefiore, Sir Moses, BT: 97, 234
mourning services for (1896), BT: 396
Montefiore Benevolent Society, Long Island City, MS: 62, 92, 99
Montefiore Home, MS: 126
burial lots, request to open denied, MS: 28, 98–99, 152, 154
fundraising fair, BT: 409
Monument
for deceased first wife of Rev. Dr. Alex Kohut, BT: 410
erected (9/30/1886) for Rabbi Adolf Huebsch, BT: 393, 395–96
for Huebsch, Mrs. Adolf (first wife of Dr. H.), BT: 127, GM: 10, 16
for Rev. Dr. Alex Kohut, BT: 519–20, 529, MS: 186
Monuments and inscriptions, BT: 127, 260, 393, 395–96
Morais, Dr. Sabato, MS: 228
condolences on his death sent, MS: 249
Morenyu (Our Teacher), C: 20
Morina (mentor), C: 5. See also Rabbi
Mortgage committee, exploratory, GM: 93
Moses, Henry, C: 1, 4
Moses Montefiore, Congregation, Hoboken, N.J., MS: 252
Mount Sinai, Temple, MS: 29, 57, 63
Mount Sinai Hospital, benefit fair, BT: 261
Mourners, BT: 112, GM: 42
Mourners prayer (Kaddish ne shamot), BT: 142
Mourning and remembrance. see Resolutions, memorial
Mourning drapery, 164
Mt. Sinai, Israel, C: 10
Murphy, Kyron A. (contractor), MS: 47
Music
chants (Yigdal), C: 11, 12
choirs, BT: 104, 244, 289–90, 325, MS: 52
choir committee, MS: 213
choir compensation, BT: 104
choir expenses, BT: 104, MS: 236
funeral choirs, BT: 66–67, 139
hymn books, MS: 119
musical instruments
melodeon, **BT**: 43, 46, 49
organ, **BT**: 55, 67, 93, 209, 346
shofar, **BT**: 127, 158, **BTA**: 3, **MS**: 49
upright piano, **BT**: 529
music copying, **BT**: 73
organists, **MS**: 107, 212–13
, **BT**: 55, 67, 93
singing lessons, **BT**: 90, 463
Myers, Morris, **BT**: 506
Myrtle branches (hadosim), **BT**: 44

N
Nastier, Dr., (from Vienna), **BT**: 51
National Monument Committee, **BTA**: 12
Needlework, ceremonial, **BT**: 25
Negbauer, David, **BT**: 85
Nessler, David (Bottschafter/collector), **BT**: 1, 29, 31, 61, 70, 84, 86, 87, 88, 304, 323, 344, 374, 383, 395, 435, 453, 504, **GM**: 1, 19, 21, 31, 36, 41, 45, 47, 48, 49, 55, 60, 63, 68, 71, 72, 76, 86, 88, 89, 92, 93, 95, 96, 105, 107, 108, 115–16, 117, 119, 136, 138, 141, 143, 144, 148, **MS**: 81, 93, 94, 163, 181, 224, 234, 258
salary, **BT**: 334
security bond submitted, **MS**: 219
Neuberger, Herman, **BT**: 385
Neuberger, Marie, **MS**: 140
Neuberger, Meyer, **MS**: 17, 58, 58
Neuberger, Mrs. Isidor, **BTA**: 11
Neuberger, William, **BT**: 245
Neuer, D., **GM**: 53
Newark, New Jersey, **BT**: 211
Newburger, Jos. E., **MS**: 55
New Orleans Orphan Asylum, **BT**: 99, 103
Newspapers and periodicals, Christian
    Christian Advocate, **BTA**: 16
    The Churchman, **BTA**: 16
    Church Press, **BTA**: 12, 16
    Evangelist, **BTA**: 16
Newspapers and periodicals, Jewish
    Allgemeine Zeitung des Judenthur, **BT**: 47
    American Hebrew, **MS**: 57
    Die Deborah, Cincinnati, Ohio, **BT**: 66
    Hebrew Leader, **BT**: 50, 66, 69, 115, 165, 172, 187, **GM**: 10, 17, 26
    Hebrew Standard, **MS**: 44, 57, 169, 202
    Hebrew World, **MS**: 57
    Israelite, The (Cincinnati), **BT**: 16, 19, 40, 46, 50, 165, 512
    Jewish Herald, **MS**: 40, 41, 44, 67, 213
    Jewish Messenger, **BT**: 16, 19, 46, 172, **GM**: 17, **MS**: 57, 169, 202
    Jewish Times, **BT**: 165, 172
    Leader, The, **BT**: 50
    Menorah, **MS**: 13
    resolutions published in, **BT**: 394
    Staatszeitung, **BT**: 16, 179, 193, **GM**: 138, **MS**: 44
    Weiner Neue Zeitung, **BT**: 47
Newspapers and periodicals, secular, **BTA**: 9
    Advertising Herald, **GM**: 138
    Democrat, **BT**: 179
    Herald, New York, **MS**: 57
Herald, Publications, **MS**: 40, 41, 44

Newtown Register, **MS**: 92

New York Herald Tribune, **BT**: 178, 193

New York Sun, **MS**: 57

New York Times, **BT**: 179, **MS**: 57

Observer, **BTA**: 16

Progress, **BT**: 46, 47

Real Estate Press, **BTA**: 12

World, New York, **MS**: 57

Newtown, Queens County, L. I., **BT**: 107–8, 454–55

- bid legislation, **MS**: 12, 15
- cemetery location, **BT**: 242
- property sale, **MS**: 113
- Receiver of Taxes, **MS**: 35–36, 66, 101

Newtown Register, **MS**: 156

New York Board of Ministers, **MS**: 61–62, 216

New York City

- Department of Public Works, **MS**: 219
- Fire Department, **MS**: 118
- Surrogate of, **MS**: 32

New York Sun, **MS**: 57

New York Times, **BT**: 179, **MS**: 57

Night watchman, **BT**: 6

Nineteenth Street Synagogue, **BT**: 178

Nominating Committee, **BT**: 1, 7, 10, 18, 25, 29, 30, 31, 51, 53, 56, 57, 58, 61, **MS**: 104

Norfolk Street Synagogue, **BT**: 16, 17, 178, 305, 321

Norton (contractor), **MS**: 126, 128

Norwood & Coggeshall, attys., **BT**: 174

Noschim Zrokonios (Zikonioth), **BT**: 21

Noschim Zidconius. See Young Men’s Hebrew Association

Nurge, Ernst and Sophie, **MS**: 121

- land sale transaction, **MS**: 113–14

Nussbaum, Rev. C., **C**: 6, 7

- credentials committee, **C**: 18, 20

O

Observances, **BT**: 17

- Erev Rosh Hashana, **GM**: 49
- fasting, **GM**: 2, 27, 68
- Hallel (special festival psalms), **BT**: 41
- mourning (Shiva), **GM**: 42
- Pesach, **C**: 2
- Rosh Chodesh (Erev Rosh Chodesh Shvat), **GM**: 60, 62, 68
- Rosh Hashana (Erev Rosh Hashana), **BT**: 17, 127, 190, **C**: 2, **GM**: 49
- Shabat Chanukah, **C**: 10
- Shavuot, **C**: 2, 3, 10, 11
- Sh’vat Erev Rosh Chodesh, **GM**: 2, 5, 8
- Simchat Torah, **C**: 11
- Yom Kippur, **C**: 2

- Erev, **BT**: 17, 190
- Katan, **GM**: 6, 10, 26, 43, 63, 95, 103, 104, 116, 150

Oettinger, David, **BT**: 85, 86

Oettinger, Joseph, **C**: 12, 22

Officers. See also Committees

Botschafter (collector, correspondence secretary, Sergeant-at-Arms, Officer-at-Large), **BT**: 3, 6–7, 14, 31, 52, 87, 112, 139, 169, 190, 244, 303, 323, **GM**: 19, 21, 36, 41, 45, 144

32
Chairmen, C: 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 15, 18, 19, 21–30
Commissioners in Charge of Order, BT: 84, 195
   elections, GM: 10, 21, 29, 32, 88, 96, 152, MS: 37–38, 94–95
Oliver Street burial ground, C: 16
Oppenheimer, Leopold, BT: 324
Oppenheimer, Mareno, BT: 344, 353
Oppenheimer, S., BT: 252, 272, 294, 302, 334, 368
Oppenheimer, Z. S. (coal merchant), BT: 368, 376, GM: 141
Oppenheimer, Z. S. (coal merchant), BT: 368, 376, GM: 141
Opper, Ludwig, BT: 70, 79, 139
Orange, N.J. Congregation, MS: 169
Orech Chaim, Congregation, BTA: 17–18
   present of a Troches, BTA: 22
Ornstein, J. (Master of Ceremonies), BT: 40
Orphanages, BT: 43, 57, 69, 213, MS: 99
   fundraising for, BT: 71, 103, 106, 110, 114, 127, 142, 227
   Orphanage committee, BT: 43
   in Saffet, Palestine, MS: 99
Ottinger, Mark, MS: 91
   delegate to 4th Biannual Convention, MS: 156
Ottinger, Max, BT: 404–5, 415
Ottinger, Moses, BT: 514, 516, 520, BTA: 13, MS: 144, 208, 212
P
Palestine, return to, prayers concerning, BT: 119
Palestine Lodge F.J., MS: 116
Pall bearers, MS: 161
Parnas (Head of congregation), C: 4, 6
Paskusz, Jacob, BT: 517, BTA: 5, 12, MS: 74, 191, 242, 243, 258
Passover (Pesach), BT: 3–4, C: 23, MS: 186–87
Passover Relief Association, MS: 63, 92
Pentateuch, The, BT: 295
Pentecost, BT: 101
Pessler, Dr., MS: 49
Peters, Albert, MS: 82, 84
Pews, 135, BT: 63, 71, 86, 160, 190, 224, 512, MS: 135. See also Seats
   auctioning of, BT: 324
   renewal schedule, MS: 47
   rentals, purchases and transfers, BT: 302, 308, 318, 355, 453, 483, 505, 521, 530, BTA: 9, MS: 2, 3, 4, 6, 23, 77, 148, 198, 200, 231
   rescinding and auctioning of, BT: 311, 504, 515
   valuation of, MS: 38–39
Pforzheimer, Isaac, 140
Philipson, Alexander, MS: 115
Pink, M., BT: 84–85
Pinner, S., BT: 127
Pinner (Pings), Mrs., 134
Plumbers
   Greenfields, E., Son & Co., Plumbers, MS: 128, 129
   Street sprinkler, BT: 37, 41, 43, 214
   Suenes, F., BT: 45
Police Commissioner, BT: 58
Police Superintendent Kelso, BT: 178
Pollack/Pollock, Joseph, BT: 370, 404, 428, MS: 21, 76, 91, 161, 191, 214
   Religious School Committee, BT: 75, 272, 294, 378, 478
Pollack/Pollock, Mrs. Joseph, BT: 447, MS: 142
Popper, Leonard (Leopold), BT: 7, 9, 31, 68, 84, 272
Popper, Marcus, BT: 61
Popper, Morris, BT: 112, 114
Portuguese Congregation, state funds for education, C: 23
Prague, BT: 56
   English translation, BT: 322, 438, 463, MS: 1, 16–17, 36
   expenditures for, MS: 27
   German, MS: 1, 169
Prayers
   Amido, BT: 41
   content of, BT: 119
   Hanoten Teshua, prayer for the welfare of the state ("He who gives redemption"), C: 15, 18
   Holidays, schedule for, BT: 17
   language, and unspoken rules, BT: 118
   Misheberach (healing prayer), question of abolition discussed, BT: 81–85
   Ribon Kol Haalamim "Master of All Worlds" (Dr. Lilienthal), C: 15
Preachers, BT: 164, MS: 155
Presest, BT: 158
   picture of Mr. Montefiore, BT: 97
   silver spice box, BT: 43
   32-year calendar, BT: 79
Prisoners, Jewish, MS: 84
   chaplain visits to, BTA: 5, MS: 92, 126–27, 173, 228, 245
   juvenile criminals, MS: 62
Prochaska, M., BT: 334
Psalms (Tehilim), BT: 132, C: 6, 11
Publications, Jewish. See Newspapers and Periodicals
Publications committee, BT: 50
Publicity Committee, BT: 8
Pulpit flowers, C: 8
Purchases
   feather dusters, BT: 35
   housewarming gift for Cantor Welsch, BT: 52
   purchase of a seal, C: 13, 18
   Tallis (prayer shawl), BT: 64
   writing instruments for Rabbi Lilienthal, C: 16
Q
Queens County, L.I., BT: 242–43, MS: 29
R
Rabbi, C: 1–6
   preaching positions, applicants for, BT: 513
Rabbinical Association, BTA: 20, MS: 119, 126, 152, 158
   substitute preachers from, BT: 506, 521
   conditions set for acceptance, MS: 184–85
   difficulties encountered, MS: 182–85
   German/English preachers sought for, BT: 513
   traveling search committee for, BT: 513–14, 520
Rabbi's seal, C: 13, 14, 18
Rabsch, Dr. (from Detroit), BT: 50
Radin, Dr. (educational lecturer for Jewish prisoners), **MS**: 84
Rahn, M., **BT**: 31
Rapaport, Joseph, **MS**: 229
Raphael, Dr., **BT**: 132
Rapp, Maurice (attorney), **BT**: 539, **MS**: 76–77, 85, 86, 101, 107, 114, 116, 118, 122, 125, 126, 152, 158, 159, 164, 177, 191, 197, 212
  case of Mrs. Mehrbach, **MS**: 216, 222
drafts resolution on sale of 15th St. Sanctuary, **BTA**: 15, 17
Rapp, Moritz, **MS**: 80–81
Rash, L., **MS**: 191
Rattner, Morris, **BT**: 496, **MS**: 128
Raudnitz, H., **GM**: 20
Raus, Miss (Religious School teacher), **BT**: 417
Receiver of Taxes, Newtown, Queens, **MS**: 35–36
Registry Office, Long Island City, **MS**: 48
Reich, Mrs. Salomon, **BT**: 210
Reich, Salomon, **BT**: 26
delegate to Convention of American Israelites, **BT**: 91, 94
proposes Ladies Fair, **BT**: 88, 209
Religious School Committee, **BT**: 77, 91, 101, 109, 115, 208, 240, 252
Reichman, Moses, **BT**: 9–10, 138–39, 143, 150–51, 169, 261
Reineman, Fritz, **BT**: 61, 62
Religious School, **BT**: 95, 485, **C**: 10. See also Education, Religious
Alumnae Association, **BT**: 446
absences due to illnesses, **BT**: 328–29
biblical history, **BT**: 462–63
building construction, **C**: 14
class picnic, **BT**: 352, 354, 361, 363, 371, 378, 390, 443, 448
coeducational classes, **BT**: 329
committee members, **BT**: 232, 240, 252, 272, 350, 359, 378, 461–62, 478, 498
committees on, **C**: 12
complaints, dealing with, **BT**: 240–41
confirmation class, **BT**: 240, 273, 352, 361, 371, 377, 389, 399, 422, 446, 463–64
discipline, **BT**: 312–13, 329–30, 351, 389, 446, 463
physical punishment prohibited, **BT**: 295
examinations, **BT**: 112, 114, 227, 253, 295, 312, 389–90, 467
financial reports, **BT**: 465, 492
furnishings, **BT**: 77
girl's classes, **MS**: 1
government funding, **C**: 23
Hebrew instruction, **BT**: 462, 463, 490
hiring of paid teachers advocated, **BT**: 492
hours of instruction, **BT**: 274, 350
lectures, **BT**: 262
Leveas, **BT**: 462
Mademoiselle Pulaski's school, **C**: 12
music program, **BT**: 78, 91, 294, 312, 329, 370
newspaper delivery, **MS**: 313
parents, **BT**: 330, 490, 535
prayers, opening and closing, **BT**: 404
presents, **BT**: 428
prizes, **BT**: 351–52, 371, 377
Altmayer, A.R., gold medal, BT: 405, 447
Freund, Sophie - silver medal, BT: 442, 461
gold medal, BT: 428, 442
Herzig, Helen, book award, BT: 461
Heubsch (Hübsch) Honor Medallion, BT: 405, 417, 442, 461, 479
Lasker-Honor Medallion, BT: 378, 405, 417, 442, 461, 479
Young Men's Association: book awards, BT: 442, 461
public reception, BT: 427–28, 464, 478
Purim festival, BT: 431–32, 443, 464, 491
Saturday afternoon religious instruction, BT: 359
Ritual Class, BT: 369
Saturday morning Hebrew instruction, attendance, BT: 429, 446–47
School Board, MS: 1
   Committee Reports, BT: 359, 369–72, 390, 444, 489–93, 490, 510
   members, BT: 405, 415, 489, 510, MS: 232–34, 510
Sunday School, BT: 4, 26, 432, 525
   Hebrew Classes, BT: 370, 388–89, 446
   syllabus, BT: 90, 295, 462
teachers, unsalaried, BT: 272–75, 278, 294, 351, 360, 371, 377, 389, 417, 511
teaching schedule, BT: 133
unification of, C: 14
   See also under Education
allocations, MS: 14, 19, 82
elections, MS: 76, 107, 110
   reimbursement of expenses, MS: 19, 56
reparis proposed, MS: 111, 145
running expenses, MS: 59
School Board elections, MS: 20–21
school expenses, MS: 149
Religious School Committee Reports. See under Education; Religious school
Ansbacher, Miss, BT: 278, 462
Asch, Louis, BT: 77, 101, 171, 208, 240
Bloch, Th., BT: 273
Cohn (Kohn), J., BT: 273, 277
Erlich, Miss, BT: 468
Erlich, Will, BT: 462
German, Miss Emma, BT: 511
Guinsburg, Theodor (Cantor), BT: 278, 370, 462
Hamburger, BT: 232, 240
Heim, E., BT: 371
Herzig, Miss, BT: 462
Huebsch, H., BT: 277, 278, 462
Huebsch, Leontine, BT: 277
Huebsch, Samuel, BT: 511
Huebsch, Sophie, BT: 273, 277
Klingenstein, Mrs. Wm., BT: 462
Kohut, George A., BT: 511
Kuttner, Miss, BT: 536
Neuberger, Miss, BT: 462
Reich, BT: 77, 101
Robert, Miss, BT: 278, 462
Scheider, Josef, **BT:** 77, 171, 208, 210, 294, **ms:** 99
Schnabel, Mr., **BT:** 462
Schwartz, Miss, **BT:** 278
Sekeles, Joseph, **BT:** 77, 101, 171
Stein, Charles, **BT:** 171, 208, 232, 240, 273
Stein, Ed, **BT:** 177
Taussig, M., **BT:** 77, 210, 273, 278, 294, 371, 377, 406, 462
Welsch (Cantor), **BT:** 232, 240

Resolutions
for the acquisition of a new Sanctuary, **BT:** 1, 104, 151
on Bar Mitzvah rules, **BT:** 51, 52
cemetery land transfer, **MS:** 86–87
cemetery regulations, **MS:** 123–25
on clerical salaries, **BT:** 1, 28–29, 37, 71, 85, 94, **C:** 1–6
committee, for Dr. Huebsch, **BT:** 213
executive board, attendance requirements of, **C:** 14
for Friday evenings and Shabbat mornings, **C:** 19
gratitude to the School Committee, **BT:** 197, 420
on Holidays, purchase of esrogim for, **BT:** 18
honoring the trustees of 1884-1886, **BT:** 392–94
marriages, rules for, **C:** 16
on Melodeon purchase, **BT:** 43
on negative article in Progress, **BT:** 47
on order in the synagogue, **BT:** 97
on prayerbook, **BT:** 121, 186
on publishing an abstract of German songs, **BT:** 37
on purchase of land for cemetery, **BT:** 59
on religious education and financing issues, **BT:** 71
on resignation from Board of Delegates, disagreement on principles, **BT:** 104
for revision of the Constitution and bylaws, **BT:** 126, 130, 177, 353–54, 452
on rising and sitting, **BT:** 26
rules concerning use of name of Congregation, **MS:** 105
on Sabbath observance, **BT:** 124–25
on sale of Temple and new acquisition (June, 1867), **BT:** 93
three congregations to assume equal assumption of risks, **C:** 14

Resolutions, memorial, **MS:** 50
on the deaths of
Bloch, Israel, **BT:** 171–72
Bondy, Salomon, **BT:** 472, **MS:** 40–41
Fishel, Marks, **MS:** 260–61, 263
Hartman, Isaac, **MS:** 64–65, 67–68, 70, 73
Huebsch, Mrs. Adolf (first wife) and memorial for, **BT:** 65–66, 104, 126
Huebsch, Rabbi Adolf and monument for, **BT:** 395–96
Knir, Mrs. Abraham, **BT:** 214–16
Kohut, Rabbi Alexander, **MS:** 162, 168, 179
Lebenthal, Dr., Cincinnati Congregation, **BT:** 354
Lincoln, Abraham, **BT:** 32, 41
Schwartz, Samuel, **MS:** 102–5
Schwartz (Schwarz), Charles, **BT:** 472, **MS:** 50, 55–56, 102–5
Simm, Abraham, **MS:** 96–97
Sinsheimer, Abraham, **BT:** 18–19
Springer, Raphael, **BT:** 430

Resolutions on, **MS:** 51, 55, 73
Rich, Sal. (Religious School Teacher and Committee member), **BT:** 272–73, 294, 296, 312, 329, 360, 378
Richman, Julia (Religious School teacher), BT: 273, 294, 296, 529, BTA: 24
Richter, Mr. Heinrich, BT: 409, 417
Rind, Abraham, death of, BT: 261
Rindler, Abraham, BT: 45, 47
Ritschels, Dr., BT: 61, 62
Ritterman, Mr. (candidate for Cantor), BT: 1

Rituals
- confirmations, MS: 1 (See also Observances)
- Ritual slaughterers (Shochatim), C: 17
- Rivington Street Synagogue, BT: 178

Roberts, Miss (Religious School teacher), BT: 429, 444
- honored, MS: 179

Robertson, J., re: lightning conductor at cemetery, MS: 60

Robischer, S., death of, BT: 287

Robitschek, Aaron, BT: 61, 62

Rodeph Sholom (aka: Rodef Sholem, Rodef Scholem)
- Consortium Board meetings (1845-1846), C: 7, 13–15, 19–20, 30
- contribution to Rabbi Lilienthal's salary, C: 3
- Lexington and 63rd Street: MS: 57, 120, 166, 213
- proposed temple merger (1895), BT: 48, 69, 167, MS: 166, 168, 187
- negotiations terminated, MS: 189
- Rabbi Aaron Weiss' funeral, MS: 213

Rosen, Sigmund, MS: 107
Rosenfeld, Joseph, MS: 21–22
Rosenfeld, Lazarus, MS: 64
Rosenfeld, S., GM: 76, 77, 92, 93
Rosenheim, David, MS: 31
Rosenheim, Henry, BT: 220, 322
Rosenthal, Gottlieb, BT: 18, 31, 57, 77
Rosenthal, Samuel, BT: 112, 189–90
Rosenthal, T., GM: 77
Rosenzweig, D., MS: 64
Rosenzweig, Ign., BT: 158, GM: 77
Rosenzweig, Ign., Mrs., BT: 158
Rosenzweig, J., GM: 116, 129, 144
Rosenzweig, Mrs., GM: 103, 106
Rosenzweig, S., GM: 57, 92, 93
Rosh Hashanah, BT: 17, 127, 190, 192, MS: 76, 172, 199
- seating on, BT: 239

Rothschild, BT: 92
Rothschild family, MS: 170
Royal Insurance Company, MS: 62

Ruh, S., BT: 370, 405

Ruhman, D. H., BTA: 22

Russian Emigrant Aid Society, BT: 365
Russian Relief Committee, GM: 21, 137, 138

S
Sabbath Association, BT: 333
Sabbath Convention, BT: 116, 120
- delegates' report, BT: 124–25, 128, 130
- resolutions, BT: 124–25
Safer Torah (Sefer Torah), BT: 193, 469, MS: 171
Safet, Palestine, orphanage, MS: 115
Salaries, BT: 46, 56, 190, 288, 318, 344, C: 7
  Cantors, BT: 28–29, 96, 103, 110, 288
  Officers, BT: 88, 288
Salonika, Greece, MS: 53–54
Salonika (Greece) fund, MS: 53–54
Salzberger, Salomon, BT: 68, 104, 106, 110, 112
Samesh & Herz (coal merchants), GM: 141
Sametz, Ignatz, BT: 286
Sametz, William F., BTA: 11
Samuel, Leon, BTA: 12
Samuel, Miss (Religious School Teacher, deceased), BT: 417
Sanger, Adolph L., death of, MS: 153
Scarlet fever, BT: 328–29
Schaar Rachamim, Congregation (Norfolk Street Synagogue), BT: 220, 526
Scheider, Josef (Religious School teacher), BT: 156–57, 171, 208, 210, 240, 273, 312, 329, 360
Scheider, Moritz [Moses], BT: 43, 61, GM: 27, 36, 46, 50, 57, 66, 67, 71, 76, 77, 82, 84, 88, 90, 116, 120
  death of (1880), BT: 334
  funeral of, GM: 113, 115
  gifts from, BT: 43
  gifts to, BT: 7, 45, 52, 58
  relinquishes keys to Synagogue, BT: 6
Scheider, Mrs. Moritz (Moses) (widow)
  Certificate of appreciation to, GM: 118
Scheider, S., GM: 1, 45–46
Schickler, Mr. (Cantor, 2nd Chasen)(1865), BT: 39–40
Schiff, Jacob H., BT: 437, MS: 12
Schindler, Albert, Memorial, MS: 105–6
Schlesinger, Mr., BT: 50
Schmit, Henry, MS: 155
Schnabel, Mr., BT: 428
Schneider, Victor (cemetery superintendent), BT: 474, 484, MS: 59, 62–63, 100–101, 134, 135, 142, 172, 192, 256. See also Cemeteries
cemetery plants and hothouse, MS: 72, 224, 225
  contract renewal, terms of, MS: 219
  invoices, MS: 233, 234–35
  requests to build cemetery flower beds, MS: 72
  resignation, MS: 220
Schochetim (Slaughterers) and Schita (Slaughter), C: 7
Scholarly works, printing costs for, BT: 437–38
Schön, Dr. M., BT: 8–9
Schreiber, Dr., BT: 403
Schwab, Rev. Isaac (St. Joseph, Mo.), MS: 169
Schwartz, Benjamin, BT: 538, BTA: 9–10, 23, GM: 120, 135, 148, MS: 49, 107, 236, 258
  death of and burial arrangements, BT: 470, 472, MS: 41–42, 43–44, 44, 51, 55
Schwartz, Charles (cashier), Mrs., GM: 119
Schwartz, Charles (janitor, 1895–), BT: 531, BTA: 16, MS: 196, 206, 230, 258
Schwartz, Emanuel, BT: 385
Schwartz, Louis, MS: 49
Schwartz, Miss (Religious School teacher), BT: 444
Schwartz, Mrs. Samuel, MS: 110
Schwartz, Samuel, **BT**: 374, 378, 470, 478, 479, 481, 491, **MS**: 43, 65, 69, 82, 88, 93, 94, 107
appointed cashier, **MS**: 94
appointed to School Committee, **MS**: 76
bond purchases, **MS**: 69
death of, **BT**: 495, **MS**: 102–5, 110
School Board Treasurer, **BT**: 489

Schwartz, Simon, **BT**: 18, 31, 158, 163, 213, 252, 272, 302, 370, 376, 415, 428, 477, 510, **MS**: 17, 68, 76, 94, 110, 148, 191

Schwarz, Abraham, **BT**: 82, **GM**: 11, 29, 36, 38, 46, 50, 57, 68, 77, 84, 93, 97, 118, 126, 145, **MS**: 74

Schwarz, Bernard, **BT**: 8, 30, 35, 37, 50, 70, **GM**: 20, 40, 82

Schwarz, David, **BT**: 18

Schwarz, Isaac, **GM**: 2

Schwarz, R., Sr., **BT**: 63

Schwarz, Solomon, **BT**: 16, 324

Schwarzkopf, Abraham, **BT**: 11

Schwarzkopf, Adolf, **BT**: 45, 51, 61

Schwarzkopf, Isaac J., **MS**: 116, 231

Seal, press for, **BT**: 220

Search Committee, **BT**: 38, 42, 43, 45–46, 512, **BTA**: 14, 24

Seats
disputes, **BT**: 218
exchanges, **BT**: 145, 334, **MS**: 244–45
membership title deeds, **BT**: 334
nameplates, **BT**: 41
numbering, **BT**: 16
ordinances regarding, **BT**: 23
payment arrears, **BT**: 23, **MS**: 242
for Preacher and Chasen, **BT**: 59
prices, **BT**: 157, 250–51, 278–79, 344, **MS**: 264–65
purchases, **BT**: 2, 34, 43, 55, 62, 63, 83, 130–31, 153, 194, 219, 239, 398, 422
deed copies for, **BT**: 216–17, 219
premiums for classes of, **BT**: 11, 22, 245
rental, **BT**: 23, 57, 84, 98, 143, 194, 219, 364, **MS**: 22–23, 53, 73–74, 81, 142, 169, 202, 241, 244
repurchases, **BT**: 373
reserved, **BT**: 16, 87, 110, 195
seat exemption, **BT**: 11, 26
statistics, **BT**: 39, 40, 83, 123, 206
transfers of, **MS**: 13, 43, 73, 107, 111

Second Street Cemetery, **BT**: 143

Second Street Methodist Episcopal Church, Newtown, Queens, L.I., **BT**: 242–43, **MS**: 66, 69, 98, 101, 118

Second Street Synagogue, **MS**: 63

Secretaries
Asch, Benjamin, **GM**: 96, 107
Ash, B., **GM**: 71, 144
Baumann, Ab., **GM**: 1
Bechmann, M., **GM**: 21
Black, J., **GM**: 11
Bloch [Block], Israel, **GM**: 21, 29, 42
Danziger, M., **C**: 20, 23
Fischl, M., **GM**: 1, 34–35, 38, 41
Heilberg, H., **BT**: 52, 87, 111–12, 138–39, **GM**: 1
James, Henry, **C**: 1
Jones, F., **C**: 7, 19
Krauss, S., **GM**: 1
Kupfer, S., **GM**: 44, 45, 46, 52
Lederer, J., GM: 44, 62
Lewin, Joseph, C: 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17
Loeb, Laz., BT: 3, 31, 52, 87, 111–12, 138–39, 151, 169, 189–90, 303
Reichmann, M., GM: 11, 19, 29
Schwartz, Abraham, GM: 144
Schwartz (Schwarz), Simon, BT: 46, 151, 169, 175, 189–90
Sekeles, Ig., BT: 3, 31, 46
Simon, Henry, GM: 152
Simons (Symons), Henry, GM: 71, 75, 96, 144
Stein, J., GM: 1, 41
Stein, L., GM: 68

Secretary
bookkeeping duties, BT: 14, 130
drafting of contract, C: 4
remuneration, BT: 7
Security deposits, BT: 162–63
Seelig, Simon, GM: 60
Seidacher, R., C: 12
Sekeles, Joseph, BT: 77, 90–91, 101, 104, 109, 189, 362
teaching salary, BT: 77–78
Selichot, BT: 17
Selig, I., GM: 120
Selig, J., GM: 98, 102, 135, 148
Seligman, Jesse, BT: 75, 504, MS: 160, 163, 208
Sergeant-at-Arms, GM: 62, 64
duties of, BT: 29
remuneration and salary, BT: 6–7
responsibilities of, BT: 14
Sermons, languages of,
in both English and German, BT: 10, 165–66, 322, 333, 518, 526, 528, C: 12, MS: 76
Services. See also Observances
collections, Shavuot, 14
Sewards, S. D., BT: 177, 197, 210, 211, 222, 244, 276, 279, 324
Sewards, T., BT: 156
Shaare Hashomayim [Shaar Haschomaim] Congregation (1845-1846), C: 13, 20
Consortium Board Meetings, C: 4–5, 9–13, 18, 21–29
contribution to Rabbi Lilienthal’s salary, C: 3
Secretaries, C: 7
Shaare Hashomayim [Shaar Haschomaim] Congregation (1864-), and Ansche Chesed, merger
discussions, BT: 45, 505–6, MS: 57, 129, 132–33, 135–38, 141
Shaare Hashomayim [Shaar Haschomaim] Congregation (1898)
bequests, BTA: 9
bylaws, BTA: 13
financial report, BTA: 6–7
nomination to Board of Trustees, BTA: 5
notes exchanged, BTA: 12
Shaare Rachamim, Congregation (Norfolk Street Synagogue), BT: 3, 16, 17, 178, 305, 318, 526
Shaare Tefila, Temple, MS: 57, 119, 120
Shabath flowers, MS: 36
Shaharit, BT: 17
Shamashim (Ushers), C: 7
Shas Chevre (society for Talmud Study), C: 13
Shavuot (Shevuoth), BT: 468–69, C: 10, 11, MS: 52, 57, 132, 139, 188, 192
donations, MS: 217
flowers for, MS: 43
Shearith B’nai Israel, MS: 145
Shearith Israel, Temple, **MS**: 57

*Shem Tov*, **BT**: 145

*Shichita* (ritual slaughterer), **C**: 16, 17

*Shitrei Chalitza* (bills of separation for dead husband's brother), 27–29

*Shofar*, **BTA**: 3, **MS**: 49, 243

*Sichrom Ephraim*, Temple, **MS**: 57

*Siddur* (holy book), **MS**: 13

*Sieg al, Mrs. B.*, **MS**: 125

*Siegel, Benjamin*, **BT**: 496

*Silberman, Rev. Dr. (Temple Emanu-El)*, **MS**: 139, 172
to preach on Shavuoth, 1893, 134

Silverware of the Congregation, safekeeping of, **MS**: 70, 192, 222, 223

*Simm, Abraham* (President of the Congregation (1873-1877), **BT**: 20, 25, 28, 31, 33, 50, 61, 84, 85, 87, 100, 103, 191, 209, 212, 216, 244, 277–78, 303, 314–15, 321, 331, 332–36, 376, 452, 477, **GM**: 35, 38, 60, 102, 120, 131, 145, 148, 152, **MS**: 68, 100
deat of, **BT**: 495–96, **MS**: 96
disagrees with financial audit, **BT**: 459–60
marble tablets in memorium, **MS**: 100
memorial light for, **MS**: 96, 100
retirement from office, **BT**: 345

*Simm, Isaac A.*, **MS**: 52

congregation silverware entrusted to, **MS**: 70, 192
death (sudden) of, **MS**: 217–18
report on Cypress Hill Cemetery, **MS**: 159
and cemetery keeper dispute, **MS**: 118
report on Linden Hill construction, **MS**: 58–59
report on Synagogue repairs, **MS**: 118
resignation as Trustee, **MS**: 183, 185
serves as treasurer (cashier), **BT**: 139, 143, 177, **MS**: 270–71
service honored by resolution, **MS**: 216, 219

*Simm, W.*, **GM**: 63

*Simon, A.*, **GM**: 98

*Simon, S.*, **GM**: 66

*Simons (Symons), Henry*, **BT**: 334, **GM**: 62, 63, 82, 103, 148

*Sims, Alfred*, **MS**: 121, 122

*Sinheimer, A.*, **BT**: 3, 8, 17, 20, **MS**: 191

*Sinheimer, G.*, **MS**: 191

*Sinheimer, Joseph*, **BT**: 94, 97, **MS**: 68, 95, 313

*Sinheimer, S.* (Religious School teacher), **BT**: 3, 17, 20

Sisterhood of C A C, **MS**: 100

Sisterhood of CHC. See Women of the Congregation

*Slaughterers (Shochatim)*, **C**: 17, 24
candidates, **C**: 13
disqualification (*Pasul*) of, **C**: 24
Friedman, **C**: 13

*Kabala (Receipt)*, **C**: 13

supervision of, **C**: 2, 24

*Slovici, Rev. Dr. H.*, **MS**: 187–98

Society of United Brethren. See United Brethren, Society of

Sommer, Mr. (printer), **BT**: 192, 220

*Sonn, Henry (Hyman), MS**: 181, 219, 222

*Spangenberg & Co.*, **MS**: 161, 176
temple repairs, **MS**: 161
Spangenburg, Mr., MS: 209
Special Meetings. See under Meetings
Speier, Robert (matzoh baker), C: 18, 20
Spiegel, Jacob, BT: 70, GM: 51, 55, 82, 103, 122, 135, 152
Spittoons, BT: 12, 215
Spitz, Alfred, MS: 146
Spitzer, Mr. (from Esseg, Hungary), MS: 146
Springer, Raphael (Religious School Chairman), BT: 252, 272, 312, 370, 415, 421, 428, 429–30
St. Joseph, Missouri Congregation, BT: 36–37, 44
Statistics, BT: 35, 44
Steib, Rabbi Hirsch (from Munich), C: 5
Steimer, GM: 40
Stein, Abraham, BT: 56, 98, 99
Stein, Charles (Religious School Teacher), BT: 171, 208, 273
Stein, Ignaz (trustee, president, 1850-1873), BT: 3, 17, 19, 31, 51, 52, 56, 65, 67, 75, 79–82, 84, 85, 87, 111–12, 139, 150, 158, 169, 180, 189–90, 323, 335, GM: 98, 118
Building Committee, BT: 158
congregation resolves to honor, BT: 19, 31, 150, 156, 180, 212, 216, 232
honor accepted, BT: 261, 275
honor declined, BT: 247
death of, BT: 344
memorial, BT: 537
Religious School Committee, BT: 27, 75, 294, 296, 312–13
Stein, Israel, BT: 99
Stein, Jacob, BT: 261, GM: 40, 57
Stein, Miss Frances (Religious School teacher), BT: 351, 429
Stein, Moses (Religious School teacher), BT: 294, 296, 312, 329, 360
Steinberger, Herman (Religious School Committee), MS: 10, 76, 138, 139, 163
as Advisory Committee member, BTA: 11
as Chairman of School Board, BT: 478, 492, 506
Steinberger, Mrs. Herman, BT: 451
Steinhardt, Max, MS: 15–16
Steiner, William, MS: 81
Steinhardt, Herman, BT: 53, 56, MS: 131
Steinhardt, Mrs. Adele, MS: 206
Steinhardt, S., BT: 51, 56
Stern, Albert (Honorary school committee member), BT: 444, 468, 478
Stern, Herman, MS: 87
Stern, Ignaz, BT: 277–78, 331, 334
death of, BT: 409
Stern, Mr. (2nd Cantor), BT: 62, 72
Stern, Veit, MS: 17, 68, 95, 131, 191
Sternberg, W. (undertaker), MS: 224
Stiner, Max, MS: 76, 131, 191, 243
Stone cutters
Mayer & Martin, Newark, N.J., BT: 161–62
Strahl (real-estate agent), MS: 248
Stransky, M., GM: 12, 31, 36, 44, 53, 56, 97, 118, 131, 145
Arbitration Committee, GM: 88, 144
Stransky, S., GM: 1, 31, 36, 57, 60, 67, 77, 97, 118, 131, 145
Strauss, Henry, Mrs., GM: 110
Strauss, Isidor, MS: 185
Strauss, S., GM: 30, 38, 138
Street construction, Surface and Cable Road, Lexington Ave., MS: 190, 192
Stroheim, Julius, BT: 97–99, GM: 26–27, 82, 103, 120, 135, 140, 148
Suenes, F. (plumber), 45, BT: 45
Sulzberger, Ferdinand, BT: 422
Sunday School, MS: 7. See also Religious School admission, MS: 152, 154, 207, 209, 210, 249
annual reception held in temple, MS: 36
for girls, MS: 1
heating complaints, MS: 4, 7
teaching, BT: 525
Supreme Court
re cemetery lots, deed of conveyance, BTA: 15, MS: 86–87
re mortgage, MS: 166
Surveyor
Mesero, MS: 69
Swain & Stellneck, advocates, BT: 217
Synagogues (other congregations), MS: 145
Adas Jeshurun, Temple, BT: 124
Adath Israel, Congregation, BT: 124
South Bethlehem, Pa., MS: 212
Thirty-fourth Street Synagogue, MS: 145
Thirty-ninth Street Temple, BT: 178, MS: 145
West 82nd Street, MS: 145
Syracuse congregation, BT: 17

T
Talmud Study, C: 13
Talmud Torah School, C: 29
Tanzer, M., GM: 40, 84, 103, MS: 138, MS: 150
Tanzer, Mrs. M., MS: 150
Tauber, Mr. (Cantor), BT: 335, 490
Taussig, Mr. M. (Religious School teacher), BT: 273, 312, 329, 403, 428, 444, GM: 118, 120, 121
Taxes, Receiver of, Newtown, Queens, MS: 35–36
Taylor, Matt (contractor), MS: 48–49
Technical Institute, MS: 195
Teichman, Isaac, BT: 370, 378, 391–92, 407, 419, 421, 422
Tellers
Adler, Abraham J., BT: 419, 421
Bauman, Ludwig, BT: 433
Einstein, Elias, BT: 433
Fishel, Joel, BT: 538
Fishel, Marcus, BT: 480, 482
Freund, Max, BT: 419, 421
Hartman, Max, BT: 516
Hyman, Henry, BT: 480
May, Henry, BT: 516
Sekeles, Joseph, BT: 189
Steinberger, Herman, BT: 526
Weiss, Albert, BT: 526
Zeiner, Henry, BT: 189
Telles, Dr.
complains of stolen burial stone, 164
Temple loan(s)
mortgage, BT: 174, 342
subscribers, BT: 160–61, 163–64
from tradesmen, BT: 248
from Trustees, BT: 248
from Women's Club, BT: 217
Ten Commandments, C: 9
Teutonia Hall, MS: 10
Thanksgiving
  Thanksgiving celebration (1890), MS: 57
  Thanksgiving Day Services, BT: 47, 59, 68, 211, 245, BTA: 5, MS: 57
collection for Jewish Hospital, BT: 145
Thank-you letters, BT: 114–15
Theological Seminary, BT: 103, 408, 436, MS: 185, 245, 252
Theological Seminary Association, MS: 51, 88, 100, 115, 153
  conventions, 4th Biannual, MS: 156
  conventions delegates to, MS: 28, 91
Thierer, John (janitor, cemetery caretaker), BT: 355, 364, 374, 393, 408, 435, 453, 482, MS: 7, 17, 27, 30, 61, 68, 73, 79
dismissal of, MS: 83, 85
Third Ave., Road "R," MS: 65
Thirty-fourth Street Synagogue, BT: 178
Thirty-Ninth Street Temple, BT: 178, MS: 145
Thorberg & Co. (Insurance), MS: 155
Tintner, Moritz, (from St. Polten, Austria), BT: 51
Tishman, Isaac, BT: 334
Torah, C: 13
  and Bar Mitzvah, C: 9, 11
  Palestinian system of rotation, BT: 118
  reading aloud from, BT: 51, 128
Torges, Abraham, MS: 111
Tov me-at bichbanah (“better less but with sincere devotion”), BT: 118
Translations, MS: 13, MS: 13, 52
Transportation Fund, MS: 82, 88
Treasurer (cashier)
  Bauer, A., GM: 1, 11, 21, 29, 35–36
  Bloch, Israel, BT: 52, 87
  Bloch, Jos., BT: 3, 111–12
  Hirsch, Ephraim, BT: 31
  Schwartz, Charles, BT: 303, 315 (See Schwartz (Schwarz), Charles (cashier))
  Schwartz, Samuel, BT: 52
  Schwartz (Schwarz), Abraham., GM: 152
  Schwartz [Schwarz], Abraham., GM: 44, 71, 88, 96, 107
  Simm, Abraham, BT: 150–51, 158, 189–90, 229, 241
Trees and plantings, MS: 238
Treyfa (non-Kosher food), C: 17, 24
Trial sermons, BT: 515
Trustees
Reports
  (1890), BT: 452–56
Trustees Meetings, GM: 11, 70, 74, 76
  in lieu of Monthly meeting, January 21, 1876, GM: 76
  in lieu of Monthly meeting, November 30, 1873, GM: 61
  nomination protocol discussed (1870), GM: 28
Trustees of the Congregation, Board of. See also Board of Trustees
Reports
  1864, BT: 3
  1865, BT: 8, 17, 25, 28–29, 31, 39, 41, 45, 47
  1866, BT: 51, 55–56, 69
  1867, BT: 79, 80–81, 91, 92, 93, 96–97, 98–99, 106
1868, **BT**: 110, 127
1869, **BT**: 136–37, 141
1870, **BT**: 149, 156–58, 164
1871, **BT**: 168, 173
1872, **BT**: 190–92, 194–202, 209–10, 211–13
1873, **BT**: 214–20
1874, **BT**: 232–35
1875, **BT**: 303–8
1876, **BT**: 323–25
1877, **BT**: 334–36
1878, **BT**: 343–46
1879, **BT**: 354–55
1881, **BT**: 373–75
1882, **BT**: 384–85
1883, **BT**: 408–11
1884, **BT**: 435–38
1885, **BT**: 471–75
1886, **BT**: 482–86
1887, **BT**: 518–22
1888, **BT**: 527–32
service without remuneration, **BT**: 333, 342–43
Tuchner, **GM**: 28
Tuchner, Mr., **GM**: 64–65
Tuchner, Mrs., **GM**: 49, 51
Turky, Rev. Dr., **BT**: 10, 15
*Tzedaka (Zedaka)* charity money, **GM**: 40, 95, 141

**U**
Ullman, Sigmund, **BT**: 1
Undertakers, **MS**: 224, 235
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, Cincinnati, Ohio, **BT**: 245, 303, 308, 324, 335, 394–95, 436, 453, **BTA**: 10, 20, **MS**: 14, 32, 185
conference delegates named, **BT**: 335, 355
East and West congregations, union considered, **BT**: 308
13th Council, **MS**: 115
Union of Jewish Congregations of the City of New York, **BTA**: 12
United Brethren, Society of, **BTA**: 7–8, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21
United Hebrew Charities, **MS**: 56, 59, 92
Free burial fund, **MS**: 29
United Hebrew Charity Association, **BT**: 245
Orphanage and burial expenses for the poor, **BT**: 355
United Hebrew Congregation, Cincinnati, **MS**: 63, 92
Untermeyer, Mrs. Therese, **MS**: 206–7
Ushers (*Shamashim*), **C**: 7

**V**
Van Nostrand, **MS**: 15
Veit, I., **BT**: 9, 68
Veit, J., **MS**: 74
*Vereinigten Rabiner, **MS**: 84
Vestments and head coverings, **C**: 8
Vice-presidents
Adler, Ignaz, **GM**: 1
Adler, Jacob, **BT**: 20, 31
Dinkelspiel, David, **BT**: 229, 241, 256, 303, 314–15
Eisner, H., **BT**: 150–51, 169
Hartman, Isaac, **BT**: 150–51
Kohner, Joseph, **BT**: 52, 62, 87, 111–12, 138–39
Lewy, Mr. M., **GM**: 152
Scheider [Schneider], Moritz [Moses], **GM**: 45, 54–55, 56, 59, 63, 69, 71, 73, 88
resignation, **GM**: 97
Simm, Solomon [Salomon], **GM**: 94, 98–99, 103–4, 120, 144
Sinsheimer, Abraham, **BT**: 3, 17

Voting rights, **BT**: 263

W
Wagner, Wm., **BT**: 41, 139
Wald, H., **BTA**: 5
Wallach, Isaac, **MS**: 140, 145
Waterman, Dr., funeral of, **BTA**: 23
Weber, Mr., honorarium for, **BT**: 20
Weddings, **BT**: 4, 11, 26, 34, 51, 53, 67, 139, 178, **MS**: 142. *See also* Marriages
Dr. Kohut's daughter, **MS**: 111, 114
fees, **BT**: 233–34, 244, **MS**: 225
wedding ceremonies (*Chatunot*), **C**: 3
Weil, Jacob, **BTA**: 14–15
Weiman, Rudolph, **BT**: 62, 68, 85
Weinberg, Abraham, **MS**: 251
Weiner, Mr. S., contractor, **BT**: 209
Weiss, Aaron, Rev. Dr., **BT**: 8, 40, 42, 165–66, **MS**: 5, 10, 167
death of and funeral, **MS**: 213, 220
Weiss, Albert, **BTA**: 8, 11, 13
Weiss, Fischl, **GM**: 30, 40, 84, 108, 138, 150
Arbitration Committee, **GM**: 144
Weiss, Henry, **MS**: 107
Weiss, Moritz, **MS**: 107
Weiss, T. M., Rev. Dr., **BT**: 8, 40, 42, 396
invited to speak at laying of cornerstone, **BT**: 165–67
Welsch, Samuel, *Chasen (tenure, May 1, 1865-June 1, 1880)*, **BT**: 28–29, 52, 53, 59, 128, 133, 175, 239, 296, **GM**: 18
directs funeral choir, **BT**: 66–67
extension of contract, **BT**: 168, 169, 178, 192–93, 256–57, 264, 316–18, 321, 325
music instruction, **BT**: 78, 91, 294, 312, 329
resignation, **BT**: 332, 335
salaries and bonus, **BT**: 87, 103, 110, 288
youth choir direction, **BT**: 284–85, 284–89
Welsch, Samuel, Mrs., **BT**: 261
Welsch, Wm., **BT**: 20, 33
White, Daniel E., **MS**: 48
Widows, **BT**: 38, 137, 193, 324, **MS**: 110, 179. *See also* Charities; Women of the Congregation
religious education of their children, **BT**: 71
representatives (sons or sons-in-law), **MS**: 249–51
rules regarding, **BT**: 512
support for
Bauer, Mrs., **GM**: 46
Bloch, Mrs., **GM**: 23
Bondy, Mrs., **GM**: 107, 110
Cohn, Mrs. Isaac, **GM**: 107, 110
Eisner, Mrs. H., **GM**: 105, 136
Engel (Engle), Mrs. S., **GM**: 14, 58
Epstein, Mrs. H, **GM**: 90, 91
Florsheim, Mrs., **GM**: 43
Kraus, Mrs., GM: 14, 48, 51
Mayer, Mrs. Jos., GM: 44
Raudnitz, Mrs., GM: 23
Richman, Mrs. M., GM: 77
Straus, Mrs. H., GM: 108
Tanzr, Mrs., GM: 138
Tuchner, Mrs. and surviving daughter, GM: 64, 65
Widows, representatives for, MS: 110, 179, 251
Wiener, Jos. (Religious School teacher), BT: 360, 371, 377
Wilfert, Frank, MS: 160
Willmer, Dr., MS: 167
Woelfler, Frank, MS: 160
Woelfler, Ludwig, BT: 374, 384
Wolbach, M., BT: 428, MS: 81
Wolf, Bernard, BT: 36, 70
Bylaws Committee, BT: 177
Religious School Committee, BT: 75, 95
Wolf, Emanuel A., BT: 68, 70, 374
Wolf, Jos. L., BT: 489
Wolf, Mr. (Cantor candidate), BT: 6
Wolf, P., BTA: 5
Wolf, Rev. Dr., BT: 47
Wolfenstein, O. S., MS: 152, 154, 167
Wolfenstein, Richard, MS: 83
Women of the Congregation, BT: 158, 210, 356, 431, 451, 512, 525, MS: 48, 110, 120, 169, 206, 250, 251. See also Widows
A. C. Sisterhood, MS: 100, 174, 185, 188, 195, 204, 206–7, 207, 227, 239
accepted to the Religious School Board, MS: 232–34
Council of Jewish Women, MS: 246–47
fairs and fundraising efforts, BT: 88, 156, 209, 261, 304–6, 306, 321, 451, MS: 24, 33, 210
Ladies' Fair, BT: 88, 209
representatives (sons or sons-in-law), MS: 249–51
Sisterhood of C A C, MS: 100
Women's Club/auxiliary (Noschim Zrokonios [Zikonioth]), BT: 21, 25, 158, 217, 223, 396, 443, 479, MS: 162–63, 226
Woodle, Leopold, MS: 251
Woodle, Mrs. (Leopold), MS: 251
Wrankow, H., BT: 261
Wright, Henry, MS: 86–87
Wyman, Isaac, MS: 181, 222
Wyman, Jul., BT: 110, 129, 134, 141, 160, 163, 177
Wyman, Mr. R., BT: 186–87, 197, 201, 219

Y
Yahrzeit candles (Yahrzeitlicht), BT: 49, 142, 483, BTA: 11, GM: 14, 39, 91
Yellow Fever patients, BT: 324
Yom Kippur (Yom Kipur Erev), BT: 17, 190, 192, BTA: 3
preaching in English, MS: 76, 79
Yore Dea (Classic Jewish legal book, 14–16 C.), C: 2, 16
Young Men's Hebrew Association, BT: 365, 432, 444, 466, 478, 489, 529, MS: 4, 9–10, 25, 33, 34, 122, 152, 163
Columbus Day event, MS: 108, 110, 111
meetings, BT: 262, 325
"Member Night," **MS:** 34
Strawberry Festival, **MS:** 236

Z
Zedekefeld (Zedaka (charity) money, Tzedakeh box), **BT:** 4, 34, 42, 44, 49, 63, 88, 94
Zeimer, Henry, **BT:** 177, 190, 211, 212, 216, 257, 279, 343
Zeimer, Samuel (Secretary, 1872), **GM:** 40, 56, 84, 108, 124, 138, 150
Zimmer, Samuel, **BT:** 25